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FOREWORD
--N*

"N.

In 1968, the'Commission on College Geography of the Association of American
Geographers published its first Resource Paper, Theories of Urban Location, by
Brian J. L. Berry. In 1974, coinciding with the termination of NSF funding for.the
Commission, Resource Paper number 28 appeared; The Underdevelopment and
Modernisation of the Third World, by Anthony R. deSouza and Philip W. Porter. Of
the many CCG activities, the Resource Papers Series became, an effective means for

,permitting both teachers and students to keep ajmteast of developments in the field.
Because of, the popularity and usefulness of the Resource Papers, the AAG

applied for and rerived a two-year grant from NSF to continue to produce Re-
source Papers and to put the series on a self-supporting basis. The 1977 Series is the
first group produced entirely with AAG 'funding.

In an effort to increase the utility of these papers, the ResourcePapers Panel has
attempted to be particularly sensitive to the currency of materiais for undergraduate
geography courses and to the writing style of these papers. The present Panel
continues to affirm the original purposes of the Series, which are quoted below.

The Resource Papery- have been developed as expository documents for the use of
both the student and the instractor. They are experimental in that they are designed to
supplement existing texts and to fill a gap between significant research in American
geography and readily accessible materials. The papers are concerned with important
concepts or topics in modern geography and focus on one of three general themes:
geographic theory: policy Implications; or contemporary social relevance. They are
designed to 'complement a variety of undergraduate college geography courses at the
introductory and advanced level.

The Resource Papers are developed, printe and distributed under the a uspices of
the Association of American Geographers. T e ideas presented in these papers do
not imply endorsement by the AAG.

Many individuals have assisted in producing' these Resource Papers, and we wish
to acknowledge those who assisted the Panel in reviewing the authors' prospectuses,
in reading and commenting on the various drafts, and in making helpful suggestions.
The Panel also acknowledges the perceptive suggestions and editorial assistance of
Jane F. Castner of- the AAG Central Office.

Salvatore J. Natoli
Educational Affairs Director

1,

AsSociation of American Geographers
'Project Director and Editor, Resource Papers Series

Resource Papers Panel:

John F. Lounsbury, Arizona State University
Mark S. Monmonier, Syracuse University
Harold A. Winters, Michigan State University
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PREFACE .

t.

Recently, dramatic changes have occurred in the patterns of population distribu-
tion within the UniterrStates. These have resulted largely from changes in'migration
behavior. People are making migration decisions which are quite different from
those made before the middle 1960's, often choosing types of destinations that have
not been growing since before the turn of the century. Previous migration patterns,
which were fairly consistent for several decades, included movements from smaller

-to larger urban centers and significant movement from rural to urban areas. Now
there is^a tendency toward movements down the size hierarchy-of urban centers and
movements frorin urban areas to rural areas (principally rural areas near metropol-
itan centers, but also a surprising number of isolated rural areas and small towns).
Similar patterns haxe been observed in other developed nations.

This Resource Paper will acquaint the student with the rapidly emerging migra-
tion patterns in the United States. We want to know about recent migration
decisions that are, and will be, affecting the overall distribution of population. The
new migration patterns will be contrasted to older ones to develop an appreciation
for the recent changes in locational decisions. Ideas of migration theory, especially
those relating to decision-making, will be presented so that the student can fully
appreciate the fundamental mechanisnis underlying' the patterns that can be de-
scribed by maps. This approachl used so that we may speculate on migration trends
in the near future, not just through simple extrapolation of current patterns, but by
predictions based on generalizations which may have longer-term validity.

I would like to acknowledge the following persons for contributing to this work by
their critiques of early drafts of the manuscript and/or allowing me to borrow their
ideas: Fred M. Shelley, Sallie M7Ives, Richard. E. Groop, Elizabeth Mercer Rose-
man, Edward V. Karl, Francis Simbo, and John Muhr. Helpful reviews received
from Richard L. Morrill, Lawrence A. Brown, and Wilbur Zelinsky werealso much
appreciated. Finally, I thank James A. Bier for his cartographic work and Darlene L.
Bennett for typing the manuscript.

Curtis C. Roseman
University of Illinois

March 1977
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SUGGESTIONS FOR' CLASS USE

This Resource Paper can be used in conjunction with any course that deals with
population distribution, migration patterns, or migration processes. Basic ideas of
migration theory are introduced in a straightforward manner and are tied to the
migration patterns that can be observed on maps (which are used extensively in the
paper). This, along with appropriate references to the literature, will enable the
instructor and student to extend discussions to a variety of issues that are linked to
migration. In addition, the paper introduces some data sources and some techniques
of data gathering, organization, and analysis so that the student may apply many of
the ideas m actual empirical work. In sum, the student is provided with the founda-
tiontheoretical, factual, and` methodologicalto be challenged to thinkabout
futtire population movement, changing population distribution, and their implica-
tions. .
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I. THE STUDY OF MIGRATION
r

'Migration can be ,thought, ol'as the movement of
people from one residential location to another Social
scientists in many different disciplines have studied mr
gration perhaps becau'se the idea of choosing a place
t live is such a common experience, or perhaps becatise
NW: decisions have implications for all aspects of fife in
IA hi h social scientists ha've,a valid interest. Economists
have approached the ,'study, of ,migrat'ion by hy pothe-
sizing that people move from One place to another On
the basis of Job and other economic opportunities Soci-
ologists and demographers have often studied the popu-
lation components (sex! age, occupation structures) of
groups of migrants and the impacts migration has had
upOn the population composition of origin and destina-
tion areas \ nthropologistsicommonly study, the prob-
lems resulting from two gwups with different cultdral
traits and traditions suddenly living in proximity be-
cause of migration by one or both groups.,Geographers
have studied both the ,Spatial patterns of migration
streams and the locates al decision-making, process of
potentia.1 migrants Oth r social scientists have studied
the migration behavior f specific groups of people (e.g..
gerontologists studyin elderly migration).

Migriati
places
mathe
of di
chan
time:

IGRATION AS
POPULATIO

graphic Equation

one way in which the popplation of
he donographiL equation is a simple

ession which shows the contribution
lation processeS .to the population
ular area during a specified period of

this paper v.111 draw upon the work of, and consider
the viewpoints of many differenrs,ocial,scientists.13ut it
will Rake a distinctively geographic view, focusing upon
locAtional liecisions, spatial patterns of migration,
cnanging spatial patterns of population distribution.
and the resultant inSpact upon places.. This is because
migration is a fundamentally spatial process.

In thi4' approach, two kinds of Kiel§ v. ill be discussed.
ideas which apply to individuals and their. decision-
maki.ng behavior, and ideas which generalize about ag-
greg,itions of people. The traditional approaches to mi-
gration study tend to use aggregate ideas and concepts,

' whereas the individual decision-making approach is rel-,
atively recent. Nonetheless, both ideas are ,necessary for
a full explanation of migration, and the RW o kinds will
be interwoven in this paper as we attempt to show how
individual location decisions sum to aggregate patterns
of population distribution..

The first ,set of ideas, introduced in the next section,
are of the aggregate kind and address themportance oT
migration relative to other 'fiiThis of population change
in the overall growth -or decline of places.

Wh

1.2 DI 2 + 1M1 2'" 0M1- 2
population at time 2,

e population at a previous time I
the number of people born during the

ime period between times I and 2
s the number of deaths during that period
is the pumber of in-migrants during that.

time period

or

COMPONENT OF
CHANGE

31.
5

161

4 .

Nlj.s is the numberof out-migrants during,
r that time period

The equation says that the population of a place at a
specified date P2 (say 1980) is equal to the population at
a previous date (P,j. (say 1970) plus or minus changes
due to births (fertility), deaths (mortality ), and mig$a-
tion during the'interim period (1970-1980). In essence, it
specifies a population system, usually with geographic
boundaries (a county, state, or metropolitan area, for
example): then adds to the population persons who
,enter the system through births or in-migration, and
subtracts those who leave the system through death or
out-migration. The difference between births and deaths
is often referred to as natural change and the difference
between the in-migration and out-migration is referred
to as net migration.
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Natural and Niigrational PpOulation Change

The relative importance of the natural versus the mi-
gration components of popAtion change, of a place
v'aries with the geograPhic ~tale of places examined ,,t`
the very .hroadest scale, taking the world' as a whole;
theie are (as yet) no in- or out- migrants all population
cliange is accounted forby the relative importance of
births and deaths When we examine pc pulation change
country, by country, natural chan,s,e. remainS. the domi;

component, although there haVe been very signiti,
cant population changes in the past tlecause of migra-

, tion (e a..'European immigration to the U.S. in the late
nineteenth century ) Very few countries today show ei-
ther significant percentage tirowth or percentage decline
as.'a result of migration There are some fa irl-y large
population movements across internaudy boundaries,
in.:4141g "temporary" labor migrations among several
European countries, refugees displaced from some Afri-
c's Asian countries (insluding, hundreds of thou-
sands of Vietnamese to the U.S ), and considerable
numbers of illegal immigrants to the U.S. from Mexico
and the Caribbean But most of these mii,vements have
not had major importance in either reducing a' popu-
lation problem in the origin country or greatly accentu-
ating a population problem in the destniation country
(although problems often arise in particular places
within the destination country ). In sum, the explanation
and understanding of contemporary population change
from country to country lies in, the birth and death
rates,=the "poptilationfrnumbers problem- in most

'countries is a problem related to excess births over
deaths. not to immigration or emigration.

When we examine population change v.v./inn most
countries. however, migration is usuitlly amore impor-
tant factor than plab: to place variations in natural
change. Within the U.S., Place to place'variation in net
migration is much greater than the variation' in either
birth or death rates. Figure I illustrates this for individ-
ual states where natural change 19601:170 is plotted on
the horiiontal axis and net migratio on the 'vertical
axis. Natirral change varies from about eight percent to
about tvrcnty-seven percent,_whe.reas net migration var-
ies from minus fifteen percent to nearly plus fifty per-
cent If no one were to 11101, C between states, we would
still have differential population growththose states
with younger populatiops and or large native (Ameri-
can Indian, Eskimo) populations would grow at the

,fastest rates But the variation in growth because of
migration is-even greater.

Those states which "broke even" because of migra-
tion (e g , Indiana, Oklahoma, Minnesota) can attribute
their total growth to natural in,creases, but there are
nonetheless large in-flows and 41-flows of migrants 4v1
important changes in the composition of the populatikrn
because of migration Indiana, for example, has a net in-
migration of user 32.000 blacks, considerably increasing
the black population of that state, compared to an over-
all neat out-migration of 58,000 (U.S. Bureau of the,
Census, 1971 35) Also, as a result of migration, there

, are places within most states that are growing or'declinl
ing rapidly, rendering the overall state net migration

percent change due to rnigrabon
+W.
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Figure I Natural and migrhonal. population change com-
flionents, by state, 1960-,1970 source. U.S Bureau of theCen-

sus (1971. Table 18).

figure too general for real accuracy, and perhaps some-
what misleading.

At the narrowerYeographic /scalecounties, for in-
stancethere is somewhat greater variation from place
to place in natural change than at the siate, scale, but
migration accounts for even greater variations. During
the 1960's numerous suburban counties grew at very
rapid Sates partly because of large numbers of young
families giving birth to many children, but even more

'because large numbers of people moved into such areas.
Conversely, out-migration from many central cities gal
from isolated rural areas accounted for considerable
losses, although the result was a net Population increase
because of natural change.

At this scale we can illustrate an important principle
underlying the demographic equatton that helps to clar-
ify the retatignships between natural and migrational
Components of population change. Fertility, mortality,

2 11
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andinigration at a place are not independent of each
other The mOsement or different tyt'es of people in and
0 Ut of an area can alter the natural equiponents of

ange there..just as the natural change can influence the
propensity of a population to miltr,tte To 'illustrate,
most counties in the L S gained through an excess of
births osier deaths during the 1950's...except for a hand
of counties extending from _southern loss a, Shrough
northern \I issjuri. into northern Kansas For decades
these agricultural areas had been losing young persons
through out migration (both to regional centers such as
Kansas Cits. Omaha, and Des Nloinestnd to Califor-
nia), leasing, a residual population vs ith an elderly age
structure \n excels of.deaths User births resulted. Con-
versely. population:increases from natural change has e
been augmented in-places to ss hich swung family m-
illigrams are attracted Other mterrelationshipstetsseen
natural and migrational change ss Il he noted later in
this paper

Our explorao n 'population redistribution resulting
from migration ss ill he coriducted largely at a geograph-
ic scale than the state lesel, often t,ing the
c.ounty as a unit of duals sis because it is the smallest
geographic unit, for ss hich data are readily as ailable It is
critical to understand the migration process at this scale
in order to explain population change.

Predicting Components of Population Change

Demographers study all three of the basic population
processes (Birth. death, and migration.) to understapd
the mechanisms by ss hich the populations of plaies
change through time, usually by looking at past
changes, and to make predictions of future populations
for planning purposes We can learn from their elibrts

Vs hen examining population change in the past, sve,
,can specify the total populatidn at the earlier and later
dates (P, in the demographit equation) fairly re-
liably 'from census figures, and counts of births and
deaths are is as allable from %nal statitit:s for the
interim period (although all of these are til.t4ct to er-
ror I The measurement of migration, hov.eser, is often
difficult Residential mcisements across adnunistytise
boundaries in the United States tire not recorded, as are
birth and .eak ti. statistics ss 'thin adamistratise units. (In
many countries of the ssurld, especially in Europe, per-
sons musing to a mess parish yr, county are, required to
register their new addressa procedure which may has e
undesirable attributes, but w hich produces excellent mi-
gration data')

Consequently demographers must resort to carious
ay. of estimating migration One simple meth0 is to

calculaic the natural change and add (or subtract) that
to the earlier population figure (Pi). The result, vs hichiii
the predicted population at the later date had there been
no migration, is then compared to the actual population
at P,, the difference is a net migration figure A problem
encountered in this procedure 1, that indisiduals niay be
born and counted-in the total births, then migrate out of
the area, just as people may migrate in, then die and be
counted in the death figure, Although their numbers can
he estimated, actual migrants are not being counted, Just

a residual' "net- total of people ssho cannot he ac-
counted for as entering or leasing the sy stew through
birth or death.

\A, hen attempting to estimate the components of pop-

. illation change iii the future, a nos, set of difficulties
arises Births must he predicted on the basis bf the past-
birth rate, estimate of the number of females in the
population of childbearing.age, and socioeconomic and
family %characteristics of the population sshich relate to
the propensity of that population to has e children Pre--
dictions of deaths are based on the pre% ious death rate,
the age structure of the population coupled ss ith knowl-
edge of the death rates of sari )us categories or -co-
horts" (sse expect a higher over' 1 death rate in a popu-
lation ss ith greater numbers of peoplein age cohorts
user *sixty, for example), and additional information
such as socioeconomic a occupational structures.
Fairly sophisticated aril s .gsful models 'lase been
derised for the prediction o births and deaths in the
-short run.

Prediction of migratirm in the future for particular
places is more difficult Early approaches to the problem
attempted to predict nel migration on the basis of labor
market conditions (\sage les els. cOmposition of the la-
bor force, etc.). Such a modeloeemed satisfactory in
many situations, especially ss hen applied to -rural areas.
floss ever, the accurate prediction of net migration -sule-'
furs from the fact that a net, migration figure can result
from vastly different numbers of migrants A net figure
of 10,000 can be the result of 100,000 in-migrants to a

t place and 90,000 out-migrants from a place, or equally
the result-of 10,000 in-migrants and no out- migrants'

The Lowry Hypothesis

Lov.ry, (1966) noted another problem with the at-
tempts to predict net migration. A fter examining migra-
tion among major metropolitan arias in the U.S.. he
concluded that ttbr_Uer-approach ssould,be to predict
separately the in- and oUt..ringratton componentS of the
net migration total. UsinWe example of the San Jose,
California and Albany, Ness York metropolitairareas in
the t950's, he showed that in- and out-migration may be
responsise to different factors. San Joe; with about the
same metropolitan population as Albany' in 1960, had a

*much more fasorable economic and Job climate in the
1950's and had four times as nrany 'p.- migrants between
195:5 and 1960 (203,000 sersus 52,000). Apparently in-
migration was related to economic conditions. Noss-
eve42 both places had about the same,number of out-
migrants (Albany with 71,000 and-.:,San Jose with
74:000)apparently out-migrants ,sere not re.ponding
to economic conditions. The result; which has become
knovvn as the "Lowry Hypothesis," states that. 1) in-
migration to a metropolitan area tends to be a function
of labtir market conditions at that place. v.tth indisidual
migrants responding to Job and wage incentises, and 2)
out- migration from a metropolitan place.is unrelated to
labor tnarket conditions there.-,

More _recent studies (Morrison, 1971, Alonso, 102)
'lase taken up the cause of ti Lowry Hypothesis and
haseshov.n how out- migrflon is indeed related to such
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sariahles .1, the age structure of the population (young
adult age cohorts being prone to migrate regardless of
economic conditions), the percentage of the labor force
in manufacturing (manufacturing populations being
more stable). and the proportion of the population %%h. q....,
are perpetual mos ers (riAlecting the tendency for sonic'

people to he "muter,.., an,idea to he discussed later)
Other researchers hake donite'ffied factors which might
he rellted to out-migration and not to in-migration,
including the 'pull- of nearby places. the site of place,
arid the proportion of gos ornmcnt workers in a place

\ !though there is still debate surrounding the Lowry
HNpothesis (Trott. 1971. Renshaw. 1974). with sonic
researchers concluding that

co
out migration does respond

significantly to economic con awns (especially in the
longer run). it is often preferable to consider the two

.components of net migration separately. This is bec,tuse
aggregate out-migration from any place is the result of a
set of indis ivival decisions to mote (regardless of destina-
tion ), whereas total in-migration to a place is the result
of a whole set of indis ivival decrsions of -there to moke
(regardless olwrigin). These two decisions are often
made on th"6balts of quite, different factors, is we will
show in the next-section.

In this paper we will consider out-migration and
migration separately vs heneser possible. bt,it will use net
migration when only such data are as ailable, or wh'en
measure of net migration is adequate to make a point
about the growth or decline of a place The next section.
then, examines the migration decision and other individ-
ual-lesel ideas which hate a hearing upon the under-
standing of aggregate patterns of migration.

III. MIGRATION DECISION-MAKING

The migration process ins olses households or Ind's id-
uads making decisions about mos mg their residences to
-other locations \ single indisidual messing from one
apartment to another or from one city to another, two
single indistduals breaking aysaiy from their respectise
households Lk) Ilse together, i family of two adults and
one child' moung from an apartment to a house. a large
family including children. parents, and grandparents
mos. in,g from one location to,_ other all can be
thought of as,part of the migration process. There are a
sariety of circumstances- surrounding indisidual muses,
uhi there are different degrees of participation of inch-
% idual migrants in the'decision-making process. Some
indisiduals are directly insolsed in the decision-making
process. whereas others, such as small children, do not
participate directly in the decision but fuse their inter-
ests taken into account.

The decision to migrate from one place to anotheris
not only a decision to change a specific residential ensi-
ronment (house. yard, neighborhood) but is a decision
to relocate the "home base" for the household's activity
space., that set.of places with which the household inter-_,
acts on a regular basis for work, shopping, recreational,
social. or educational purposes. The decision, therefore,
represen'ts a change in both the specific site of the house-.
hold and its relative locat n.

Traditionally stude f migration made a dis-
tinction between local morer:s,persons who move within
the boundaries of a county. and Migrants, persons who
cros's a county boundary while changing residential lo-
cation Researchers and planners still,use this distinction
as a convenient method of counting migrants as they
affect the growth or decline of Essentially this
is a demographic equation mentalitythose migrating
into or out of the geographic system (county) are mi-
grants and those staying within (even though they may

4

hake changed residence) arb not \N hen considering the
decision-making aspects of migrattoi4e distinction
may base little meaning. In terms of di e mused, for
example, a great sanction is possible for mov'er's; axi
esen greater sariation, is possible for migrants. and con-
siderable oserlap 'between the two is-possible In Figure
2 the household migrating from A to B muses a consid-
erably greater distance than the one moving from C to
D. yet only the latter is said to have "migrated." The
latter is also put in the same category, in the statistics, as
the household 'nosing say 500 miles from E to F. Fur-
thermore, there is no guarantee that crossing a count
boundary will significantly change the residential envi-
ronment or the actisity space of a household. The defini-
tion of "migration" therefore presents difficulties to the
_researcher interested in St ecific aspects of the decision-

.

making process.

Figure 2 Relationship- be-tv,een various residential migrations
,Ai county boundaries
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>n alternatise way of describing migration makes the
distin,tion between 1) partial displacement migration
residential mine, that disturb only part of the house-

ity spaLe and thus are usualkluLal in nature
whether or not i boundary is Lrossedind 2) total
displaement migrationlorfger distance muses in
which not only the residenLe but also the entire actisity
spaLe i, mused (Roseman, 1 9" lh ) This is a satisfying
LlassitiLation heLause it effeLtisely distinguishes ty pes of
!noses on the basis of reasons for musing, information
sourLes used in the decision, and impact upon the house-
hold \ggreizate data Lollecting efforts, suLh as the I.,' S.
,ensus. do not inLlude information on speLifiL muses,
muLh less on .ktisity spaLes Nonetheless such a Llassifi-
,ation is useful in theory and in studies using indis 'dual
Nurses data

It is important to remember that migration Is an act
that ins ols es both chariLzing the residential ens ironment
and the actisity ,pale We will find later, for instance,
that some are has e expenehLed relent growth because
of persons making total displacement migrations,
-whereas other areas are gaining only because It is pos-
sible for persons to muse there ss title musing only part
of their aLtisity space in the process (partial dis-
plaLement migrations) In,the latter Lase persons often
Lhooset nQnmetropolitAn Site, but keep part of their

iLtisity ,pale in a metropolitan area The key to growth
for such nonmetropollitan plaues is their aLcess (within
100 km or so.) to urban amenities suLh as jobs and
shopping -

The Decision: To Move

In disLussing specifics of the migration decision we
shall separate ideas relatise to the decision to mote from
ideas related to the decision there to mote' Although
ywe reLLki_nize that ,the two decisions are often hard to
distinginsh and are sometimes made 'siniultaneously,
thinking about the two separately allows us to learn
much about t e total migration act.

The decisio to lease a place (to move) is often a very
ordinary, and eve expected, part of life In Western
ociety there are re larities in individual and farnily life

ct cies At key points in that life cycle, decisions to move
are very common An individual often leaves home
upon graduation from high school to form a new single-
person household. With marriage one or two moves
usually) occur As a family expabds, housing needs often
cliange,again causing it. decision to move. (American
middle- and upper-middle-class young couples typically
mote Crum an apahment to a house when they have
children even to'a larger home when the family ex-
pands further.) When children grow up, older couples
mat move into smaller quarters as a result of this 'keys
change in housing needs. Separations and divorces, or
other chahges in family' structure, similarly lead to one
or more moves

Career ci c le factors are likewise related to migration
The procurement of an initial job upon college or higli
school graduation, job tranSfers, lar.offs, or even pro-

Brown and Moore Hirst) use this dictinLtion in their model of
intraurhan migration decisions

mations to a 'better job in a different luLation Lan he
related directly to residential mos ement Job pro-
motions may indirectly cause migration by supplying
the needed financial butw for a family to muse to a new
dwelling Similarly, an upwardly mobile family often
attempts to -match- the status of its dwelling and neigh-
borhood to the status of a new job. Finally, retirement
frees people of one key element in the actisity space
the work placeand provides additional leisure time,
thus typically stirpulating thoughts of migration.

An age mobility graph (Figure 3) illustrates the result
of these life and career cycle factors For migrants who
stay within a gisen county, is well as forihose who cross
county boundaries, the greatest mobility occurs in the
age cohorts between twenty and thirty-four years.
People are going through many of the key points in both
cycles during this time Those factors relating to longer
distance (total displacement) migrations,. such as going
off ,to college or taking a job after high school, come
somewhat earlier titan those relating to local moses,
such as .family formation and expansion or job pro-
niutionhence the difference in the curses for the two
types of migrations

The graph also shows that along 1, ith this large group
of migrants goes a set of secondary migrants, their chil-
dren in the age cohort fise to nine years One can also
see an increase in the mobility rate for between-county
migrants in the sixty -fire to sixty-nine age cohort which
includes many persons at the retirement point in the life
cycle, and in the very elderly age cohorts where many
persons are leaving their on homes for institutions or
homes of children or other relatives.

Other decisions to move have little to do wit
career cycles. Some are essentially forced nu is that
result from inner city urban reneskal prof cts, highway
construction, or dam-resersoir projects. In such cases
the decision to mote is not made by those who migrate,
but by a gusernmental body. The decision on ,N, here to

percent of 1970 pop.lot.on more thon 5 yeors
of oge with efferent residence in 1965
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nose is left to the individual such persons, in effect,
become refugees

Still other decisions to move are related to perceived
neighborhood conditions ThreatsP property %Aleies, to
the satety of their neighborhoods,' or to school quality
have put some families in a position of feeling little
choice but to move On the other hand. many of the
poor or minority persons may feel so threatened. but in
effect feel that there is no choice but.t. stay because they
Lick the know ledge about places to go

There is one final Lalportant element in the decision to
move It has been said (and often by the Census Bureau)
that about twenty percent of the American population

im,0% es e' ery year, tempting the conclusion that eery one
moves every five years But such estimates are counting
mores, not movers, ind single individuals may account
for more than one of the; moves During any given

'Ns:" period of a few 'years, we have a set of "movers" and a
Lire set of -stayers This is the muter stater concept,
stating that a minority of indi%idualsmoversac-
i.ounts for most of the muses in a population (M orrison,
1971) This concept holds in many countries having
different societies and different levels of development

ALLounting for 'this I_ on.ept. in part, are the large
numbers of people in the very mobile age range of
eighteen to thirty-sly years and the moves associated
with key life cyLle points. Also accounting for this are
some persons who just seem to move a lot! They come
from all sovioeLonomiL categories and racial groups. but
may he persons whiff are somehow 'unsettled (or unset-
tleablei, perhaps occupationally unstable 'or socially

,- restless It-has bee bserved that a person or family is
most likely to n o) e again right after having moved
(exsept for persons making the major investment of

-,
purchasing a home) and the probability of moving again
declines with time at a 21 en place As people establish
social and eLonomiv roots in a neighborhood or com-
munity, they tend to stay, in that place. As familiarity.
with a place increases through hying there, loyalties
often increase and the thought of considering moving
elsewhere fades Some of the movers, then, are those
persons who never establish the ties, never settle in

The Decision: Where to Move

The key to understanding the "where" aspect of the
migration decision is in (he information gatheringproc-
ess Through various media (both interpersonal and
mass) and through more direct cognitive prdcesses,
people learn about the attributes of potential places lo
lire : , olpert (1965) uses7the concept of place utility to
describe the basis upon which people make migration
location decisions It is the value (or utility ) assigned to
various places as potential places,to live. Place utility
theory contends that individuals weigh this value for
alternate phac(is about which information is known,
compare them to the current place of residence, and
migrate to one of the alternatives if it has sufficiently
high comparative place utility

People Use numerous criteria to judge places, but
these are always conditioned by the potential migrants'

'
.

general knowledge of places and their ability to gather

further information as part of the search process Two
types of information ultimately weigh upon the location
decision I ) information that people gather throughout
their lifetime to form a general set of long-term place
preferencesthe gather such information and assign
place utilities or location preferences without necessary
reference to migration, and 2) rifformation that people
gather about places. often a "limited number of places.
when they seriously c sr%),,t,enfilate a move These titter
places are called the se ,dare

The two types of informational inputs to the migra-
tion decisionlong-term place preferences and search
spacesare discussed in turn, followed by a discussion
of the factors relating to the choice of one particular
place as a destination.

Long-Term Place Preferences

People are continually acquiring and storing informal
tion about places, Some is locational informatwri
where places arew ith reference to other places or with
respect to some ,other reference system (direction. dis-
tance, country, region, etc ) 2 Also stored is information
about the dontent'of placesmajor landscape elements.
population characteristics, and other attributes that
might have a bearing upon "what,it is like to live there
These combine with locational attributes to form a total
site and situation image of potential places to live.

Ge'4-aphers and others,hase attempted to measure
these images over the last few years A common researt4.
procedure is to ask people to evaluate different neigh -
.borhoods city or different states in the United States
as potential places to live. The result is then mapped as a
preference map (often referred to as a mental map) In
this procedure people place their evaluations next to the
name of each neighborhood or state on the research
assumption (perhaps not unrealistic) that individuals
attach meaning to language symbols or place names.'

Figure 4 is an,example of a preference map exercise
given to a sample of University of Illinois undergraduate
stud,ents in early 1976. They were given a list of state
names and asked to rank the sib' most desirable as a
place to live and the six least desirable. Most of the
students grew up in Illinois, sixty-two percent in the
Chiago subUrbs. Their preference for the West Coast,
-Co-lado, and Illinois is apparent, as is their dislike for
the prospect' of living in the Great Plains or the Deep
South.'

2 It is argued that formal education in the United States is presently
larking because location, or "place name" geography is not taught in
elementary and secondary schools as it used to be, Today's young
adult p*opulation is said to he locationally Ignorant, not knowing
where ietnam or India is located. not to mention Attica or Anchor-
age

' The alternative is to give people outline maps-of the area in
question and have Them evaluate places as they perceive them on the
map This is as much a test of their locational knowledge as it is of
their preferx:nve for places A combination of the two methods is. of
course, possible

' This pattern is typical of that found in similar studies Gould and
Vv (19-l4), for example, found positive images of the West Coast,
Colorado, plus the home states for students in Minnesota and Penn-
svIvania, and California These groups were also unanimous in their
aversion to living in the Plains States and the South Alabama students

6
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0 Ten roost preferred states franking indicated)

STen least preferred states ranking from the least preferred)

figure 4 Rankings ol states as poteRtial pl.ices to Iie. V ni er-
sits ol Illinois students. 19'h Source compiled by author

In attliching attnbutes to place names, individuals
have a tendency to make sputa/ sierempesiessing
the entire place (e g . the state) as having the character-
istics of one particular spot they know about, or in any
case generalizing specific information beyond the area
which is know n (e g , generalizing about the Midwest on
the basis of one visit to Ashtabula. Ohio) To illustrate.
The same survey that resulted in Figure 4 was given to
similar samples of Uniersity of Illinois students in
19'0, 19'1, and 1972 The results were nearly identical
with those of 1976 except that New York was consis-
tently in the- top ten desired places in the earlier surreys
but was rated last in 19'6 The 1976 class had just been
exposed io several months of extensme media coverage
of the fiscal problems in New York City To these stu-
dents, the language sy mbol "yew York" came to be
identified with serious problems and the entire state as a
place to live suffered in their preference maps

Partly because of the tendency to stereoty pe, the geo-
graphic scale at w hich preference maps are measured
has a significant bearing upon the outcome If we had
asked the sample individuals to respond to symbols such
as "New Orleans," "southern California," "San Fran-
cisco," "northern Michigan," or "Baltimore," the over-
all preference maps could have come out differently To
many people, those parts of states conjure quite differ-
ent images from their respective state images as a whole.

There are several information gathering processes
that can play an important role in forming preference
maps ks suggested above, exposure to mass media is
one of them The geographic content of television news
and entertainment, newspapers, magazines, movies,
books, and recordings all, in the long run, help to shape
preference maps One of the reasons New York City's
fiscal woes received so much exposure relates to its
position at the to of the urban hierarchy and its asso-
ciated central position in the disseininatiori of news and
information (h t r*ers for television and radio net-
works, wire rvices, and publishing activities). Tradi-

shov, a more egocentric Ijicational preference by choosing the Deep
South and California aboe all other places

tionally -there has been a large icoluine of information
emanating from New York Citywhen the news is had
a had image is spread far and wide:Other Corm of mass
communication errhance place images by repeated men-
tion or coverage of particular places Popular recordings
in the U S., for example, have gone through locational
fads that at various times emphasize such places as New,
Orleans, "Philly, "Motown" (Detrop). California,
Georgia, West Virginia, and the Rocky Mountains

Information for preference maps can he obtained
through othgr inechanisms, including travel experiences.
discussions with others about their travel and residential
experiences, and formal educational experiences. Travel
may be particularly important since seeing places first-
hand tends to make them more "real" to many people'
As leisure time for Americans has increased, more vaca-
tion travel has ensued, ind the relationship between
vacation travel experiences and choosing a place to live
has probably increased (a tofk we w ill explore later).

We do not yet know the extent to which these general
preference maps are directly important to migration
decisions 6 We do know that, at a very general level.
ploces that get high,., ratings. such as Califor-
ma.. Colorado, and Florida. have been growing rapidly
because of migration We..taso know that preference
images influence the growth or decline of certain cate-
gories of places For example, there is a propensity for
whites migrating from gretiter than, say, 100 km. to
avoid central cities in metropolitan areas which have
high percentages of black,Ropulation, high crime rates,
and other social and environmental problems. However,
whites moving from the suburbs are not so affected
(Roseman. 1976). This tswroblably because whites mi-
grating Ignger distances teffifftd stereotype the entire
central ,city as undesirable as a result of undesirable
attributes of parts of that central city. Nearby potential
migrants, on the other hand,, can distinguish between
different parts of the central city and do 'not avoid it
entirely.

Since there are many other factors that influence the
decision of where to move, generaiktkerence maps do
not necessarily predict where an individual will locate
The first tangible act in the decision is to begin a search
after having made at least a tentative decision to move.
By understanding this search process we can shed light
upon some of the other factors.

N."/
Search Spaces

The set of places that the potential mig/ant seriously
conside'rs is a search space (Brown and Moore, 1970).
The concept is best discussed at two different geographic
scales. a broad national or ree9nal scale for persons
considering a move from one Toole (city, town, or rural
area ).to another, and the local scale for potential mi-
grants within a city, town, or local area

At the broader scale, search spaces may be geographi-
cally extensive or severely constrained Single persons
upon graduating from college may have sral job pos-

' See Francavigha (1973) and Ford (1971) for discussiops of loca
tional spects of popular music production

° For a discussion of this issue see Lloyd (1976)



sibilines and e'en seseral job offers at d yanety of loca-
tions Dien- perceiYed lack of ties-to a place, coupled
with a (rise to see other places, may allow serious
consideration of all these locations Their actual choice
could he highly influenced by that ideahied preference
map which they hate been fashioning Oyer the years.

More realistically howeor. might he the case where
only -1 tens feasible places are included in the search
traces \s a matter of fad, in a surrey of 696 migrants
during the early 1960's, Lansing and Mueller (1967 211)
found that sixty-four percent did not consider any alter-
ndti e to the place tbey actually chose' The migration
decision ryas essentially a choice 'between the former
residential location and one other Many of these per-
sons with, such limited search spaces w ere transferred by
their employers, others had lined up a Job before moy -
mg, and still others had gathered information regarding
Joh, only at that partillar place The decision of where
to mole is made'simultaneously with the decision to
move in many of these instances

ilIions of migrants, both black ansi white, used lim-
ited search spaces during the last seY'eral decades in
moving from the rural South to the East. Midwept. and
\\ est Coast They usually based their choice of donna-
non not on has nig a specific job prospect. but upon the
lure of friends and relatives who had migrated pre
ciously to a particular city These friends were the only
information source (defining a one-location search
space) and ()lien helped to cushion the shock of entering
the urban environment by, helping the migrants to find a
doh, sometimes even by housing tfie new arrival for a

time Many such migrants gale no thought to mow ing to
any other pla \e This dependency upon friends and rela-
tives has been ty pical of immigrants to the United States

e as well
Often migrartts go hack to the place Nvhere they grew

up or Yitere their family roots are found These return
migrant hale limited their search spaces to and made
the's_ locational decision on the basis of a place about
which they has e know ledge through precious residential
eypenctive:: \gain. limited search spaces are the rule

Retiree also tend to hate limited search spaces At
the raiment stage of the life and career cycles, many
persons are moY mg to locations in a better environment
(e g , nice climate), but do not define large search spaces
across broad areas A itb desirable eny ironments (e.g., the
entire "Sun Belt-) Instead they depend upon their own
tray el experiences, moy ing to that place w here they had
heefi Yacationing annually for numerous years, the rea-
sons ,for choosing a place to live converging with the
reasons for choosing a yacation spot. This is illustrated
he the findings of a recent study of persons migrating to
Florida (Sly. 1974) Of 1333 migrants interYiewed, 984
(about ley enty-four percent) had visited Florida one or
more:Aviles prior to moving to that state. Of those 984,
abourtwo-thirds traveled to Honda for vacations (as
opposed to business trips, visiting family or friends. etc )
and almost ninety percent of the tray el experiences in
F kind,' were for more than one week. Other retirees,
depend upon friends and relatives to define their search
spaces Numerous retvement communities in Arizona.
Florida. and elsewhere lure rented persOns from the

8

Last or NlidyVest through a chain information.x.bcess in
which friends influence each other : One perssin or
couple makes the mole. than cruses the advantages
of the new environment to their friends Thus, long-time
friends (or relatives) can retire at the sal ie locale and
maintain close social contact

It appears that search spaces at a national scale are
indeed limited for the majority of migrants The residen-
tial location of friends and relatives, prey toils residential
e\perience, and travel experiences, all 'actors in-
fluencing general preference. seem to he very important
in defining limited search spaces beyond which many
potential migrants do not continue searching

When migration within a local area is considered, a
gredrer number of alternatiYe locations typically com-
prises the search space Using new spapei w ant ads. con-
sulting, real estate agents, soliciting friends' and rela:
tiyesupinions and assistance, and literally searching by
visiting potential sites. are all processes That influence
the search space Information sources that depend upon
others (friends. relatives. real estate agents) play a very
important role The cognitiYe preference maps of others.
formed on the basis of their experiences in the local area.
can greatly influence a search space'

This is particularly true of migrants who are arriving
from a different locale and must, in addition to choosing
a locale, choose a specific site within Such persons have
two search spacesone at the broader geographic scale
(national or regional) and one at the scale of the local
area of the destination. The second search space typi-1/4
cally must depend upon the preference maps of others,
often resulting in the choice of a residence w hich turns
out to be undesirable because or the limited input of the
migrants own preferences. The result is that such mi-
grants frequently move again within a year or two
within that local area.

Locational' constraints ark instrumental in defining
the local search space. The principal w ork place of the
household may he used as a reference point around
which a maximum radius is defined for including loca-
tions in the search space. In small communities and
cities up to 200,000 or so population, this radius may -
encompass the entire community, but in lEirger metro-
politan areas antis likely to limit the search space to one
part of the metri4olitan area.' Perhaps a more realistic
idea of the w orkplace as a locational constraint is that a
radius is define0, within which potential migrants are
indifferent to distance to the workplace. and beyond
which distance fo work is traded off with other attri-
butes of the potential residential site. In this case, Suc-
cessively greater distances to work beyond, the critical
radius will be acceptable only for sites with greater and
greater attractiveness (in terms ,of cost,. neighborhood
environment, character of the home. etc.).9

' See Palm, (1916) for an examination of the influence (if teal estate
ag\crits upon search spaces

' \ damsf1969) has argued that general mental maps, search spaces.
and Illigrant destinations mthin metropolitan areas tend to he limited
to sectrs radiating outi(ard from the center partly as a result ol the
structure of transportation systems in cities and the associated resist-
ance to trasel across the center of the city

This idea is akin to the Irk twithiss :one concept. suggested by Getts
11969)
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In indis idual Lases. IL)t...ition with respeLt to plates of
other regular a..tis its might limit the household searLli
'spak.,e Leers to Lertain types of schools, shopping facil-
ities. and diurLh or did-, 10Lat,1011s, 10i example, may he
important enjugh to a household so that the "sk.reen-
loLations initially on the basis of these factors

Other Lonstraints are eL0110111h.',11 .111d racial The real-
ities of American urban life are that the poor are quite
limited in their searLh spaces--limited to private or pub-

low -d_ist housing Similarls, most minority individ-
uals are exlusled from vast areas both within major
k.entral t,Ities and espeLially in suburban areas. This puts

partiular hardship on loss inLonie and minority blue-
korkers whose jobs has e moved from central Lity

areas to suburban areas w ith the redmt out-migration of
industry It is difficult for them to Lomni ute outward,
given the strth.ture of public transportation systems in
Nmerican cities. and diffiLult for them to move their
residences outward

Choosing a Destination

The chok.e of one place for residenLe out of those
Lomprising the search spak.e is the last decision in the
migration it 1t the d'geographiL sLaleiLquiring
a job or a job transfer almost dictate that choice, as

tier Muiler and Stu, 119-- lor detailed Lommentaries On
these problem,

it simated the search space F or other migrants, job-
related reasons and the attraction of urban amenities
has e always been important, but on the' increase are
reasons related to innate, reLreational opportunities.
and 1111-,11 life-style " Later 111 this paper we will explore
how these reasons lo); Lhoosing a destination has e had
important impaLts uopn the differential growth of places
os er the last several decades

1t the narrower (local) sale, choosing that one desti-
nation is usually an it of matching the household needs
and desires to a plate, subject to job location, and racial

.0or ecbrionlic .otistraints Household needs and desires
are dearly related to life and career cyLleshence, the

unionssions to 1110%e and wherehere to mos e has e close affinity.
Th is one of the processes by which relatively homo-
geneous neighborhoods, defined on the basis of income,
ethnicity , and stage in the life cycle, for example, tend to
des clop and to characterize our metropolitan areas.

Brown and Holmes (197'1) have also suggested that in
the finkr1 decision, at the local level, the place chosen
tends to he near the centee of the search space If this is
so. the search process may be one of searching around
the ideal location to confirm that the final choice is
actually the best (at lea t the best in a loclitional sense,
or near the ceruer of that broader ens ironment that is
preferred) ,

'' I or a disk.ussion 01 rek.reation amenit factors in migration see
Ss art (19761

IV. MIGRATION DATA

N:unrerous sources of data are as ailable to social sci-
entists in the United States for the study Of migration
hehasior and the resultant spatial patterns of migration,
The ideal way to study individual migration behas tor,
induding reasons for the decision to muse, formation of
search spate, and reasons for Lhoosing a particular des-
tination. is to surrey a large number of persons via
questionnaire or personal Interview Surreys on -a large
scale, hosseser, are rare largely because of the great cost
ins ols ed. sis a result, most surrey revapth has been
somewhat limited in sample size and is usually locati on-
spedlic' in the sense that only migration istthm or to a
specificloctility is studied

Assuming that the researcher is interested only in
muses (and not .stay ers),12 it is inefficient to use random
samples of an entire population to isolate Lin!), migrants.
Instead, researLhers typically use various other methods
to initiate the 4dentifiLatlon of mos ers who are sub-
sequently surveyed For example, lists of new ,Lustomers
are often obtainable from utility companies (gas, elec-

" Perhaps a v.eakness m contemporary migration research is

preoo.upation %sith moseys, V.Ith less attention being paid to factors
that influence the stability signitiant proportions of the population

s
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tricind water companies). These lists typically, ain
only households who hate mused into the community
served by the company, giving the researcher a list of
persons with a common migration destination from a
variety of origins (a type of in-migration field to be
discussed shortly ). Sometirries similar lists are obtain-
able from local "welcome wagon- representatives who
.ornbine utility lists with other sources to identify new

arrivals.
Occasionally, lists of persons changing address within

a community c.an be obtained from utility companies,
frut more commonly used sources for such data are
telephone and city directories,- t is possible to take a
sample (or deal with the enure listed populatiiin if the
Lommunity is small) of persons listed at time t and look
fur them at time t + I (say; one or two years later).
Those who are found at the same 'address are non-
m users, those found at a new address are local masers,
thos!:. who are not found are either out-migrants, per-
sons who died, persons \t ho changed their names
through marriage or other pr'.gsses, or persons who are
just no longer listed (those who drop telephone service
for example). The reverse process can be followed by

_Y



tracing persons backward in time and identifying the,
alternati%e outcomes, including this time, the identi-
fication of possible in-migrants to the community

\ nother source is the i1,e of post (Alice forwarding
address cards tor lists made from the cards) w hich are in
the public domain and which identify local mo%es plus
the forwarding address of persons musing ow of the
community This Latter feature makes this source unique
and potentially % aluahle to researchers,

\ II of the ahove migration data sources are subject to
%er% important hiases '1 ()it are biased against the poor
and or minorities and, in addition, are less accurate and
less easily obtainable in large cities, Yet the use of these
sources and other methods of obtaining surrey data dre
valuable to migration researchers in their efforts ,to ,111-

klerst.ind migration behavior
Broad patterns of migration, how ever, are virtually

impo,,sible to obtain through survey methods We must,
rely upon large-scale eoernnient sponsored data gath,./
ering efforts One example is the one percent Social
Security survey, which is done yearly and pro% ides infor-

anon on the migration of persons employed or look-
ing for employment and subject to Social Security
taxei '3 The advantage of these data is that ,4 e can get
y earl% pictures or mig,ratkin flows within the U S., but
disadvantages include the fact that the workplace and
not the residence is specified. only persons on Social
Security are sampled (leaving out federal government
workers, many state employees, railroad workers, and
some other employment groups) and, because the
sample is so small, movement can be specified only
between relatively large geographic areas (e g.. states or
large metropolitan areas)

Another prominent data source is tie U. Bureau of
the Census, whiC:froroides net mit:ration estimates
%early by county (to be discussed and used later in this
paper) plus a %ariety of migration information from the
decenni censuses From the 1960 and 1970 censuses, a
sample of the population five years of age and older was
asked %%here theyt,r1Red five years ago (i.e., on April I.
1970 they were asked where they lived on April :-1;;
1965) " The Bureau. then compiles and publishes the
information in a variety of ways For instance, for local
areas (including counties, cities, and census tracti within
larger cities) the tabulations include the number of per-
so'ns king in 1) the samehouse, 2) a different house but
in the same county. 3) a different county, 4) a different
state. and 5ra different country From these tabulations
we can get a broad picture of the number and sources of
migrants arriving at a place. and in turn some help in,
explaining the migration component of population
gr-owth or decline of that place

The Bureau of the Census also aggregates these dta
,

into large migration inatrices. or flows among a Set of
geographic areas, A very useful one is the matrix of

These data are described in Thompson (1974) Comments on their
use Lan he found in Hirschberg (1971) and U S Social SeCurity Ad-
ministration (1971)

" The Bureau used a twenty-five percent sample in 1960 and a
fifteen percent sample in 1970 The 1950 census used a similar pro.
ck.dure hot asked people where they lived one yw presiously, making
the resultant migration *fta not direytly comparable to the 1960 or
1970 data

flows between 510 state economic areas (SEA's). which
are aggr4ations of counties and include the entire area
of the United ,States (U S Bureau of the Census, 1967,
1972. One weakness of these data is that small flows
must he interpreted with caution hecajise of sampling
error (Thompson, 1974), Another is that the data are
only an indirect measure of migration, as an indiidual
may hale moed soeral times in the five -year period
among several places, or an Individual may have mi-
grated from a place andien returned during the time
inter%al. In both cases rtu a I migrations are under-
counted The data really represent aggregate population
displacement from place to place over a five -year period.
regardless of the kind or number of indi% idual migra
acts that underlie that displacement.

The strength of these data lies in their specificati n o
flows from place 'to place for relatively small areas.
especially SEA's. In essence, they represent the best
"geographic Matrix- of migration data available for the
United States We will make use of the SEA migration
matrix in this paper to help describe patterns of migra-
tion and changes in these patterns between 19,55-1960
and 1965-1970..;#
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SI \ s in the yyestern part al the country. and for \ ir-
ginia, ty pica' of the I ast Metropolitan SEA's w ere orig-
mall y defined as those counties w filch vv ere in metropol-
itan -areas in 1950 (now referred to as Standard
Aletrtipolitan Statistical areas or SA.1S A's) However.
vv here a/state boundary divided the metropolitan area.
two separate SL V.S ere created tas in the case of Ar-
lington.. \ trginia becoming a separate SEA from, Wash-
ington. I) C. and the suburban ashington parts, of
\far y land. even though all three are vv ere considered
part of tlie single \\ ashingtop-metropolitan area). It is
also noteworthy that new counties have been added to
S A's but not to metropolitan SEA's, so that corn-\
parkson of SE A's through time is possible. Most states
have some urban SE \'s encompassing one or more
`Lounties associated with the major cities of the state.

The Bureau of the Census dry ided the remainder of
each state into nonmetropolitan SEA's using the criteria
of economic and agricultural similarity U.sually SEA's
are sets of contiguous counties. but in some cases are
split into two parts They have varying shapes and sires.

hind Lontam a number of counties (ranging from one to
dozens of counties but typically haying about ten). In
the W est they tend to cover vast areas where counties
are large, and reLtti ely smaller areas in the East where
counties are smaller and population density is greater

In spite of the variation. the coverage of the U S is

exhaustive and the n!searcher is presented with the 'pos-
sibility of examining migration flows among and be-
tween metropolitan and nonmetropolitan places One
problem does lie in the sire of the data matrix, with 510
areal units. tiler!: are 259.590 possible flSws between
different places"' ith modern computer techniques it
Is possible to '"boil down- or sunmiarire all of these
flow s into generalized patterns.-but in this paper, we w"ill
demonstratoand indite a much simpler system of exam-
ining flows in the niatrix,-the migration field, %. filch can
be done eastly without the aid of computer methods

cio s 509 = 259.590 firms when the diagonal of the migration
matnx U e those "flov.s" which originate andend within an SEA fare
not considered Vs. hen the% are. the total number of flov4s in the matrix
i., 510 510 = 260.1(X)

V. MIGRATION FIELDS

Sincevve suspect that factors affecting in-migration
and out-migration are somew ha't_different, we often
treat the geographic components of the two separately.
This can be done when breaking down a migration data
matrix intvingration fields.

Figure 6 shows what is referred to as the in-migration
field of the Cleveland SEA. 1955-1960 It is simply a map
or all of those SEA's, both metropolitan and non-
metropolitan. which contribute more than a specified
number of migrants to Cleveland, One percent of the
total in-migration to Cleveland was as chosen as the cutoff
level W e now have a picture of the geographic pattern
of the major sources of the 145,931 migrants tvho were
in Cleveland in 1960 but not 1955

A social scientist might be interested in the in-migra-
tion component Of the population change of Cleveland,
and can help to explain it or predict it by knowing
something about 1) the characteristics of the people
who move in. and 2) the places, and types of places;'
from which they Lame. The latter is captured in the in-
migration held concept and is particularly important to
the geographer because distance moved, types of envi-
ronments at the origin and destination, and other as-
pects of the locational decision are reflected in these
aggregate patterns.

Figure 6 also shows the 1965 -1970 in-migration field
for Cleveland. Comparing it with the 1955-1960, field
illustrates an important concept of migrationthal over
time aggregate flows of migration at this broad scale
tend to he rather stable The in-migration patterns
changed littleBoston. for instance, exceeded the cutoff
in 1965-1970 (and hence appeared on the map), but was

I I
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just below the cutoff in 1955-1260 with 1404 migrants to
Cleveland. Los Angeles and a nonmetropolitan SEA in
Virginia also appeared in 1965-1970. One of the reasons,
in this case, for the stability is that Cleveland's overall'
attractiop for in-migrants changed little between the two
time periodS (145,931 in-migrants in 195,5-1960 and
149,712 in 1965-1970). We shall see later that where a
migration component of growth at a place changes cra-
matically, it is likely that significant changes in the geo-
graphic patterns of flows to or from that place have
occurred

Out-migration fields for Cleveland are also shown in
Figure 6. and are defined as that set of SEA's which
received from the Cleveland SEA more than a specified
number of migrants during the time period. They too
have stability over time.

Most of the total volume of migration within the
United States is either among metropolitan SEA's or
between them and nonmetropolitan. SEAs, with rela-
tively few migrants moving among nonmetropolitan
SEA's. Because of this, most of the general patterns, and
changes in the patterns, can be observed by looking at
metropolitan migration fields (such as those fOr Cleve-
land). When we examine such field for 1955-1960 and
1965-1970, certain recurring patterns are observable and
can be generalized in the following,-ways."

" The author hasexamined the in- and out-migration tielchte all
205 metropolitan SEA's for 1965-1970 and a substantial portion u
those for 1955-1960' They were generated by a computer mapping
program 4y ritten by Richard fE Groop of .t.tle University of Kansas,
whose assistance iy gratefully acknov,ledged The models discussed in
this paper resulted from the synthesis ul all the migration held patterns
obserYed

sk.
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-k Generalized In-Migration Field

A generalized desLription of in-migration fieldS in-
dudes three identifiable spatial patterns slhich appear .
Lonsistently in the fields of L S metropolitan areas. The
firsA*t may be referred to as hinterland migration, the ten-
dency for all Lines to draw migrants from their sur-
rounding nonurban territory The nonmetropofftan
SEA s in northern Ohio and northwestern Pennsy,Isania
that Lontnbute large numbers of migrants to Cleselan'd
(i figure 61-are examples Such migration is partly a
function of intorniation disseminated about job op-
pvrtunities and other attractions of metropolitan places
thriiugh mass media Telesision and radio market areas
and newspaper Lirculation areas tend to correspon4i:
the area of significant hinterland migration.

Vs, e Lan also relate hinterland migration to the contact
that people hale with urban areas through regular shop-
ping, etertainmefit, and business trips Hence, when
many nonmetropolitan residents contemplate the deci-
sion to mine, the search space and ultimate decision of
where to go is.strongly lufluenced by the dominance of a
nearby metropolitan place in much of their everyday
life. Hinterland migration from relatively close range
(say ui-3 to 100 km) is not as great-as might be expected
beLause of the tendenLy f many -persons in small tow ns
and rural areas to substitute commuting for migiation
(Holmes, 1972). Many individuals retain nopurbah resi-
deuLes while taking advantage of metropolitan job op-
portunities through commuting.

The' exact spatial form of hinterland migration, of
Lourse, sarieks from .city to city, hut certain tendencies
are obsersable As distance increases from the metropol-
itan place, its influence decreases and hinterland migra-
tion decreases in volume. This distance decal pattern is
often modified by barriers such as major .mountain
ranges, water bodies, or state boundaries. In the last
Lase, persons king near state boundaries often "look
toward" a major city in their ow n state for media infor-
mation and other purposes, and hence may be more
likely to migrate there e'en though a similar-sized or
larger city in an adjacent state is closer. in general, the
role of suLh barriers to hinterland migration patterns is
analogous to their role in modifying spatial patterns of
innovation diffusion

Another variation is in the areal size of hinterland
patterns, which is related to the Lompetition among
Lities for territorial influence in areas where large cities
are Llosely spaLed, such as the gegalopolis region from
Boston to Vs. ashington, hinterland migration areas are
quite small, because of the seL ere competition among
the various cities for the attraction of migrants. In the
Vs est, by corsrast, hinterland patterns of such cities as
Denser, Satt Like City. and Albuquerque cover much
larger spaces Nvhichof course, are much less 'densely
populated. From the viewpoint of the potential migrant
in a 'nonmetropolitan area choosing a destination city,
the concept of inter-telling opportwuties may explain tht
choice of the nearest citya city which may be quite4far

'' For a discussion of barriers that affest diffusion patterns see
Gould (1969)

away if there are few or no intervening alternatis es from
-.winch to, choose." .

A second part of the gperalized in-migration field
Lan )-)e termed intraurban migration There is an

ummstakable importanLe of other metropolitan areas in
the migration fields of ,TO metropolitan SEA's, impor-
tant flows Louring from all nearby metropolitan SEA's
and from larger ones at greater distaaces This pattern
represents moLement through the hTerarchy of urban
areas, with the population of the sending area being
directly related to the numberof migrants senl and
distance being inversely related to the number.' In-
traurban migration represents the realty that there are
large numbers of migrants generated by all metropolitan
areas and their choices of destinations tire influenced by
their general images of other ernes whitli, in turn, are
structured b.S, their location in the urban hierarchy This
is partly because position in the urban hierarchy is re-
lated to prominence in the mass media.

Considering the Cleveland in-migration field (Figure
6), most of the nearby OhnPan'd western Pennsylsania
metropolitan areas, regardless of size, show up along
with larger cities (hut not smaller ones) at greater dis-
tances (e.g,, Philadelphia, Ne1k York City, Boston, Chi-
cago, and Los Angeles) To cite another example, the
medium -sized California it ,of Fresno captures in its
in-migration field 6// metropolitan areas in Caliform
Lager and medium-sized metropblitan areas elsesshoce

-in the West (e.g., Portlaild, Seattle Denser, Salt Lake
City ), but only the largest at greater distances away
(Chicago and Now York City ).

A third general type o
to as (hannelizetl migra

ration may be referred
he tendenc for cities to

k iss from one or two nonmetropolitan ar as)at greater
distances than hinterland migration Chit 41.41 mi-
gration results from strong family and friendsrlTh ties.
which have drawn migrants from, a particular man;
metropolitan place to a metropolitan area in their search
for jobs (Roseman 1971a). In larger destination cities,_,

*these migrants often initially migrated to get A job, then
wrote back to relatives and friends indicating their suc-
cess and encouraging othei-s to follow

The dependefice upon interpirsonal inforniatibn and
aid results in one-place search spaces for migrants wilt-r-
are involved in channelized flows. For this reason, large
channeliz ows ea raerse long distances that is,
potentid migrants ay not even consider alternative
destinations so co paratiLe place ittilities based on dis-
tance (tray t, travel time) do not enter the deci ion-
making process. Also, be(Cose of the dependence ipon,
interpersonal communication, channelized flows tend to
be stable over time. .Thus a social System develbps in
which family and friendshill ties remain strong:betsseen
the two widely separated places, stimulating migration
continuously.

, i
. .

'' The intersening opportunities Lunsept ssas originated by $touffer
(1940) It is iesised land discussed by StSuffer (1960) and L ee (1966)

'This idea is formally stated by the grat'itt motel M,, = P,P, DI,
%%here M,, is the predicted number of migrants betsseen place i 4nd
place j, P, and P1 are the populations of the tsso places. and Do is the
distance betvieen them A thorough discussion of the model can he
found in Abler, Adams, an Gould (1971 221-230) ,,,,,



\n. interesting result of Lhannelizmion is that the,Riea
of nosing to a partiLular distant urban area diffuses
outvvard from the initial plate of origin t or' instanLe,
the idea of moving 'o Muncie: a rmmulacturing city in
Indiana. probably started in the small torn of James:
tovLii, Tennessee, then over the years seas pdssedion by
%%m id of mouth to neighboring.toLvns and rural areas
until today the Lhannelized component of NIUn'cie's in-
migr.ition field Lovers a large part of east-Lentral Ten-
nessee

Channelized floss, are partiLularly characti.vri.stiL of
migration from the rural South. vv hk_Rexported millions
0,1 wigrants, both white and black, from the 1910's until
the' 1960's Relatively fey% job opportunities- in the
South, co,mbined ith changing primary industries (ag-
riculture. mining) that gradually employed foyer arid
feLLer persons., led people to make decisions to move.
The di!,nsion of .here to move depended grey ly upon
int.erpiirsonal information resulting in one-place search
spaces and, in turn. aggregate Lhannelized floss Most
metropolitan areas from the \ ich% mnesata, loss a.
and 'Missouri on the %vest) to the Northeast (as.far as
Ness ork and Boston) has e-e-hannelized. Lonnections

ith the South (Figure ") Midvvest titles tend to dray
from \rkan,sas, Louisiana, Tennessee. Alabama. and

qi
Mississippi, vv hereas East Coast cities typically dray%
from the Carolinas and. Georgia Cleveland (Figure 6)
has a rather persistent channelized floss from southern
\Vest Virginia

As suggested by Figure 7, metropolitan areas else-
%%here, too -have channelized floss s in-migration
fields of Los Angeles and some of the other \iv est Coast
Litres have channelized components from Arkansas,
Texas. and Louisiana, and some also leave channelized
flosys from the Plains states of the Dakotas. I\J;ebraslia,
Kansas, and Oklahoma dating from the Dust BovvIdays
in the 1930's vv hen thousands of people left agriculture
in that region for the West Coast An occasional chan-
nelized flovv- is found el'evvherethe floss from southern
Montana to Minne;ipolis, St. Paul is an example. In
general, the only urban in-migration fields %%WI tend
not to have channelized floss from distant non-
metropolitan places are the in- migration fields of cities
in the South.

In-migration fields occasionally contain an -oddball-
flovs that cannot be explained as hinterlaa, urban, or
channehzed, the three basic patterns discussed above
These tend not to persist 'over time (and using the SEA
migration matrix could be typically seen in 1955-1960
and not 1965-1970 or rice versa) They result from kirge

Cleveland
Youngstown

ealt,more

Metropollton SEA of destinotton

tionmetropokton SEA of or.9.0

Figure Example of Lhannelized floss These are relatively large migration floss from nonmetropolitan SEA's to distant
metropolitan SE X's vvhich persisted for the periods 1955-1960 and 1965-1970 The persistence suggests that they are hoed on
strong information ties hetv.,een origin and destination. agd therefore are probably Lhannelized floss These are only a less of
the hundreOs of Lhannelized floss that probably exist in the U S Source U S Bureau Of the Census (1967, 1972)
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.trial transfers. military transfers, or some ,other
rt-term stimulus for migration in whiLh the migrant

ty dhat elude LhoiLe of destination In general, ho' -.
the first three patterns identified go a long v, ay

desLribing the in-migration field patterns of U S.
tetropolitan areas and also shed simile light upon the
inderly mg behat ior of migrants

Generalized Out-Migration Field

Three major patterns are also LharaLterisik of metro-
wlitan out-migration fields hinterland, interurban. and
recreation amenity migration Just as metropolitan
areas relate to their surrounding hinterland through

'mass media. trat el behat tor and in-migration, they also
send Urge numbers of miarants to nearby non-
metropolitan areas Cleveland, for example (Figure 6),
sends large numbers, 1) persons to nonmetropolitan
areas in northern Ohio Some of tilt" inigr,ants inking up
such streams are persons returning -home- after hat ing
Itved in the rn .tropolitan area.tor periods of time up to

4 set eral s Others seek job opportunities or the
tile-style of small tpv, ns and rural areas and choose a
destination AA, ithin the area of influenLe of the metropol-
itan adage in high they grew, up Some are eAurban
migrants who are still tied,,to the metropolitan area by
Lommuling to jobs. retail stores. social funaions, and
reLreatipnal activities They ,the partial displacement
migrations that-do not ,com etely change aLtit ity
spaces Other exurban -ml ,rant, go beyond distances
that would allow direLt LuntaLt with the metropolitan
area but rimy hat eties, through radio, teletisitin, or
newspapers Exurban migranjs.are parlkularly impor-
tant tospresent day migration pattrns, as we 911,111 chs-
Luss late Overall, 'hinterland migration represents
strong fluff s of pet)* in both, directions as is typical of
migration streams in general.

The seLond pattern in the out-migration model is also
the reciprocal of the in-migration_ pattern intratfrban
migration V, ith the exLeption of the Wet Coastcities
(to he desLribed belov, ), the intraurban component of
Cleveland's out-migration field is er.1 similar to that of
its in-migration field (Figure 6). Such symmetry is char-
acteristic-of the in- and out igration fields of most U.S.
urban areas and simply illustrates that large numbers of;
migrants flow through et en size of settlement-within the
system of urban places. As in the case of the in-inigra:',
lion fields, the intraurban part of out-migration fields
Lan he explained pai-tly by the size, distance relationship
(the girdtity model)

The third major pattern found in out migration fields
is aLLounted for by movement to recreation, amenity
areas Such flows Lan be fairly stable user time, but.
somewhat less so than the first tw!o patterns. The rela-
tively unstable 'flows extend Co Miateter scenic, warm
weather, or reLreation area that happens to be' in fator
at the time Stable destinations include Califsdrsnia, Ari-
zonatnd Florida. which show up consistently in Clete
land's out- migration fields in both 1955-1960 and 1965-

" k ith the proliferion ofsable televisiob installatipns trrsmall and
medium -tired 1oµ ns. some 17trge sat), tele) ision stations are widely seen
much hey-ond their usual broadast limits

19'0 Figure 6). as they do in the fields of irtually et cry
metropolitan area east of the Rockies and north of the Es

lorida bor&r The flows to Arizona and f lorida, in
partkular, are Lomposed of mains retirees seeking

arm weather environment Recently other reLrea-
tion amenity areas hat e been appearing in metropolitan
out-migration fields, for' example, northern Michigan
recites an influx of migrams. from Detroit, Parts of.
New England from New, YON., the Ozark. r,egion in
lissouri and Arkansas front Chicago.land parts of Ore-

gon from Los Abgelo The choice process of migrants
making up these streams is influenced by 1) intei--
personal tiesretirees. for example. Lh,x),e a retirement
ciliMminitt to he with friends from their ov,n home
town, 2) adt ertisingmetropolit.ut area newspapers
frequently carry prominent ads, for retirement and in-
testment communities, and 3) acation Mit ekodit
uals often decide where to mote on the hash of, first
hind; . perhaps yearly, exposur'e to . certain
recreation amenity areas.

As an the case of in-nfigration fields, the first three
patterns niLcly char.kterize most metropoljtun out-mi-
gration. y et some additional patterns, tre obsert able, in
some fields Again there .are thos-e high result from
industrial ,and military transfers. There are also patterns
resulting from return, inigralwn to nonmetropolitan
area which are sources iff chanlielized migration
streams and which are based on the friend and family
ties between the two places, Many taws of the North-
east. Midwest; and California That,e a -rage "-counter-
streacu,' compos'ed of persons who return "home- to
the nonmetropolitan place periodically (perhaps migrat-
ing back and forth as economic aridjob market Londi-

'tions change in either or both locutions) Others return
"home'bermanently dissatisfied with or unable to ad-
just to the crty,.AlthOugh it is just short.of.the minimum

alue and therefore does not show up on our map (Fig-
ure 6), there were 1509 migrants mot ing from Cleveland
to the area in West Virginia in 1965-1970 that we pre
viously identified as tisouree ,t channelized Row.
Return' migration isanother examp of the symmetry
that is typical of many migration streams.

Net Migration Fields-

1f the total in-migrativ to a place is cum par to its
out-mtgration, a net migration Figure results

.net effect of two separate migration streams. Similarly:
the net effect of in, and out-mignition fields Lan be
described 'by th6: 'tel tmgralitni field, cerived'by sub-'
tracttng the out-migration stream from the place to
'question to each other place from the corresponding in-
migr,ktion stream. In the map of the Cleteltnd net mi-
gration field (Figure 8), tillother SEA's th4t contributed
to a net loss or a net gallol at least 1000 migrants at

1955-1960nre: indliated. This gives a picture
of the areas that contributed to trre growth of Cleveland
and the areas which contributed toots decline.

The map Shows that the migrationstrea.to the
amenity /recreation regions of California, Arizona, did
Florida have much smaljr counterstreams and thus
contribute to the loss of population at Cieeffind. On the
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Figure 8 Net migration field of the Cleveland, Ohio SEA, 1955-1960 Source. U S Bureau of the Census (1967).

other. hand, the channelized streams to and from south-
ern West Virginia resulted in a gain oflp'eople to Cleve-
land, a long-standing tendency, Flows to and from ur-
ban areas i e west and Northeast are mixedin

,their net effect o'Y Cleveland's population, and losses to
nearby nonmetropolitan areas were the, rule.

Generally, net 'migration fields are not as stable
through time as in= or out-migration fields because net
figures tend to be small compared to gross flows. Never-
theless. net migration fields do reflect overall population
redistribution trendsin Cleveland's field, for exampl
makiements to California are clearly reflected. They als
allow some understanding of the unique roles thaight
be played by different urban, places as redistributors of
population: Whereas most urban places have similar in-
and Out-migration fields and only a few prominent
places in their net migration fields, others, such as Tus-
caloosa, Alabama, have-an rmbalance that results to
peculiar net migration pitterns. Its net migration field
shows population gains 'fro m vzother SEA within,

4
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the state of Alabama and loss to numerous SEA's, espe-
cially metropolitan ones, all over, the eastern U.S. Tus-
caloosa is a college community attracting students
largely from within the state (and college students are
counted by the Census Bureau at their college residential
location) but tending to redistribute peoplOincluding
graduates) to a niuch broader area.

In the remainder of the pa perwe will make use of the
ideas of in-, 'ovkand net migration fields when dig-
cussing migration trends, past, present, and future. They
represent three ways to interpret geographically move-
ments that con!ributeto the population gains or losses
of different kinds of places.2'

21 Students are encouraged to Consult the census volume "Migration
between State Economic Areas" for 1955-1960 ond 1965-1970 (U S
Bureau of the Census. 1967, 1974 It is a simple task to construct the
in- and out- and net migration fields for their home State Economic
Areas and to use_lhem to speculate upon the nature and history of
migration stream that are important to that place A map of all the
SEA's in the U S and a list pf counties that each encompasses are
Included in each volume
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MIGRATION PATTERNS BEFORE 1965

TheL6verall pattern of population movements in the
1950's and early 1960's was a culmination osome fun-
damental trends that had been evolving For several pre-

iqus &Lades The longest standing of these is the mu% e-
rn from nonmetropolitan to metropolitan places. As

is the Lase in most countries of the world. "develop-
ment" has Loincided with lessening demand for farm
Libor and expanding employ ment in cities. As a con-
sequence, the in-migration from the hinterlands-of most
cities exceeded the out-migration, as cities drew people
from the region they commanded.

In asspLitation with this trend was the tenden..y for
population to move up the urban size hierarchy. A
popular hypothesis, the "step-wisegnigration" hypoth-
esis, held that migration behavior led individuals off the
farm. to a nearby town, on to a large regional center,
and then perhaps to a very large city. Such behavtor is
rare for individuals, but often took place over a gener-
ation or two within one family. In any case there was net
movement from smaller to larger places, as growth and
agglomeration of industry in larger cities increased jobs
there. The largest cities had the fastest grow th' rate,
smaller cities a lesser growth rate, and small towns and
villages a decline. Through theArst half of this century,
the net migration fields of a large city,,usually showed
gains from many smaller cities, whereas those of the
smaller cities showed losses to larger ones. It is impor-
tant to note that there have been, throughout this cen-
tury,and the last, large flows in both directions among
urban areas, the relatively smaller net figures redirecting
the aggregate population to the larger places.

Broad regional patterns persisted through the 1950's
as well. Notable is the considerable net migration of
both blacks and whites from the South to northern and
western cities. It accelerated rapidly among blacks be-
tween 1910 and 1920 as racial -and economic problems
surfaced in the South, and northern industry experi-
enced increased demands for labor, espeitially during
World War I. Catalysts to such movements included the
recruiting of blacks by northern industry representa-
tives, and by media campaigns, especially through the
"national edition" of the Chicago Defender (Henri,
1975). The movement of wihites from the South did not
start as dramatically, but was equally important. Similar

"pull': factors in the North and West brought whites out
of agriculture from all over the South, and out of mining
areas, particularly in Appalachia. In all cases, the chan-
nelized flow of information, often following railwd
lines, the major transportation mode of the early
twentieth century. was very important to the choice of a
specific destination.

;Le

Large movements. to the West Coast began when the
droughts of the 1930's devastated agriculture in the
Great Plains, stimulating migrants to seek jobs in Cali-
fornia. Such movements continued after World War II,
with origins expanding to the entire Midwest and much '
of the East. Similar although more gradual movements.,
were depleting the population of other deffessed areas,
including northern Michigan; Wisconsin, and northern
New England. Superimposed upon these relatively long-
term trends, important flows from the Northeast and
Midwest to Florida began to accelerate after World War
II. Composed partly of retirees, these flow s came to be
very important in the overall migration palterns in the
1950's, and w ere reflected clearly in metropolitarimigra-
tion fields during that time.

One result of the large net migration from rural areas
w as the depletion of bhe population in the most mobile
age cohorts (young adult). This led to considerable ag-
ing of the population and to a natural degrease in many
rural areas in the Plains States and the South. It also
resulted in less out-migration after the middle 1950's
because most of the persons likely to migrate had al-
ready done so. The out-migration trend_ had clearly
peaked in the 1950's.

At the local scalp, suburbanizations from central cities,
4 slow but steady trend for decades, accelerated after
Woad War II as urban areas embarked on the "freeway
eyji." In the 1950's this resulted in an increasing differ-
entiation between suburban/rings and central cities in

cterms of jobscommuting to and frOm the central city
becamea mass phenomenonand in terms of racial and
economic characteristics of the population as the Poor
and minorities had fewer opportunities to suburbanize.
Gradually, jobs %uburbanizedloo, so that by the early
1960's. both manufacturing and sales/service jobs were
hig iy dispersed throughout metropolitan areas instead
of c ncentrated,at the core as was typical earlier. View-
ing t at the national scale, agglomeration and concen-
trate n of people and jobs into metropolitan areas was
the'rule, at the local scale there was concomitant dis-
persal within metropolitan areas,"

This brief skel ,41 of pre-1965 migration trends pro-
vides the foundaMon upon w hich we w ill examine recent
population redistribution patterns. Many of the recent
changes have roots in earlier times, bin seem to have
been first observable in the middle 1960's. Wt will begin
by considering locational preferences that were held, by
Americans at this critical time, the late 1960's.

See Muller (1976) for more detail on the suburbanazatt OleSS

and Its geographical consequences.

.1
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VII. RECENT MIGRATION PATTERNS

Location Preferences

Since the late 1960's social scientists have shown con-
siderable interest in measuring the residential locational
Prefesonces'of Americans Several large national surreys
have been conducted asking people to designate a pref-
erencefor living in different types of places (e.g., large
crty, suburban area, small town, rural area). Others
asked for broad regional preferences (e.g., the West, the
South).

Puguitt and Zuiches' 975: 493) summary of several
'studies indicates, an aggregate preference for "small
cities and towns, and rural areds ranging from a,kow of
forty-nine percent of those surveyed to a high of sev-

,enty7nine percent. In spite of some difficulty in com-
paring studies because of the varied terminology used in
-assessing preferences (e.g., "rural" versus "farm") there
seemed to be a consensus that suggests a majority pref-

.,. erence for areas that previous to the late 1960's had
generally been losing population through migration. We
do not, know if such preferences.are really'just a recent
phenomenon or have existed for a long time because
There is but scanty evidence on locational preferences
before 1966. If the preference structure, has,changed,
these results could be a harbinger of subsequent changes
in actual migration patterns. But such changes would be
contingent upon the actual 'ability of persons to act upon
their preferences. An ability to move is one of the prereq
uisites, and relative freedom of destination choice is
another.

Further details of FUguitt and Zuiches' study clarify
the nature of locational preferences; whereas twenty.
percent of the persons sampled,lived in cities larger than
500,000 population, only nine percent preferred such
places: and of the twenty-four percent living in cities of
50,000 to 500,000 population, only sixteen percent pre-
ferried that size of place. In general, the 1481 persons
surveyed preferred to live smaller places than their
residence at the time, a finding similar to those of other
studies. This study, however, was different from others
in an important respect." It distinguished between rural
and small/medium-sized towns within thirty ,miles of a
large city and those,farther away, and found that fifty-
five percent of the sample preferred the locations acces-
sible to urban areas and inly nineteen percent the more
remote locations. This finding discounts the implica-
tions of some other studies that people would fill up
isolated rural. areas of the country, particularly in the
West; the most popularly preferred region. RIguitt and
Zuiches (1975: 496) conclude that:

Many people respond positively to the idea of rural
living, but not where it would entail disengagement from

" This distinction is important because most studies lumped to-
gether all small towns/rural areas without regard to any. Jocational
considerations Other studies dealt with regional breakdowns of pref-
erences. but used regions too large to assess accurately the type of
environment preferred (the "West" included both Wolf Point, Mon-

' tana and Los Angeles, California, two rather different living environ-
ments).
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the metropolitan complex This suggests a clear desire to
have the best of both environmentswhich may include
proximity to metropolitan employment, services, schools
and facilities, along with the advantages of the smaller
local-residential community for .familial and neighbor-
hood activities.

Their results clearly suggest the potential dominance
of exurban growth and exurbat migration in non-
metropolitan Population changes. Further inter-
pretations by Beale (1975) of the Fuguitt and Zuiches
findings, however, suggest that migration from metro-
politan to isolated nownetropolitan places ,might stem
from the preferences. Beale (1975: 12) states, "By a wide
margin (65 percent to 35 percent), the big city people
who preferred a nearby rural or small town residence
ranked amore remote rural or small town placeas their
second choice, and thus as preferable to a big city."

Beale (1975: 13) goes on td suggest that migration
since 1970 reflects "to a considerable extent" marry
people actually acting on the preference for a rural or
small town environment over a-metropolitan residence,
The next sections review some of the migration trends in
the late 1960's and early 1970's, contrast them to pre-
vious patterns, and document some of the many reasons
for recent patterns.

po.

Metropolitan and Nonmetropolitan
Population Changes

Table 1 shows how the growth. rates of metropolitan
and nonmetrdpolitan areas Kaye changed in recent
years, Standardized to an average annual growth rate,
the data show that metropolitan areas in 1970-1975 have
been growing at a much slower rate than in the previous
decade, and central cities of metropolitan areas have
been losing population in the more recent period. Sub-
urban areas outside of central cities were still growing at
a 1.8 percent per. year rate but that was down from a 2.4
percent rate previously. A substantial increased growth
rate, however, was observed in nonmetropOlitan places.

The growth rate decline in central cities is 'a contin-

TABLE I PERCENT POPULATIONCHANGE, SMSA's
AND NONMETROPOLITAN AREAS,

1960-1970 AND 1970-1975

Average Annual
Percent Change

1960 to '1970 to
1970 1975

Metropolitan Areas
(in central cities)
(outside central cities)

Nonmetropolitan Areas

1.5

(0.6)
(2 4)

0.7
(-0 6)
( 1.8)

0.7 1.2

Source: U,S. Bureau of the Census (1976)



uation of the decentralisation trend within metropolitan
areas (SMSA's) Fifteen of the twenty-one largest U.S.
central cities (those having 500,000 or more population)
lost population between 1960 and 1970such losses
were continuing in the 1970's (Morrison and Wheeler,
1976). In the 1970's, not only are central cities in general
losing population but so are entire metropolitan areas:
whereas only one of the twenty-five largest metropolitan
areas (Pittsburgh) lost population bety%een 1960 and
1970, ten lost population between 1970 and 1975. Fur-
ther, at least forty-four of all 259 SMSA's were losing
population (Morrison and Wheeler, 1976). Thus we can
see a general reversal in growth patternswith non-
metropolitan places haying increasing growth rates and
metropolitan places decreasing growth rates. Similar
trends httA.Q been observed, and perhaps even preceded
those in the U S., in several countries in Western Europe
and in Japan (Sundquist, 1975: Vining and Kontuly,
1976).

What is the role of migration in this reversal? Table 2
show's that, in the 1'965-1970 period, metropolitan areas
as a w hole w ere net receivers of migrants, but they \N ere
experiencing considerable net out migration (over 15
million) in the first half of the 1970 decade The net
exchange of people between metropolitan and non-
metropolitan places had reversed itself. Partly, respon-

TABLE 2 MIGRATION' TO \ND FROM SMSA's
1965-1970 AND 1970-1975

1965-1970 1970 -1975

Net Migration +352.133 -1.594,000
In-migration +5,809,415 +5,117 000
Out-migration --,5,457,182

-----
6 :7?i 000

Source U S Bureau of the Census (1975b)

Bible for this was some decrease in the total migration
stream into metropolitan areas (about 700,000)but
the larger component causing the net reversal was the
1,3 million increase in out-migration from metropolitan
areas (not just central cities) w hick has led to a big part
of the change in growth rates seen in Table I.

Spatial Patterns of Net Migration

The reversal has meant renew ed grow th of many non-
metropolitan places v,hich, for decades, had been declin-
ing as a,dirept or indirect result of large out-migrations.
Beale and Fuguit't (1975) compiled the map in Figure 9
by aggregating net migration data for 2470 non-
metropolitan counties in twenty-six regions. It shows,

Percent Annual Net
Mrgratoon

0

-1

1950 1960 1970
60 -70 -74

0 400

O.

Figure 9 Net migration for nonmetropolitan counties in twenty-six regions, 1950-1960, 1960-1970, and 1970-1973 See Beale
and Fuguitt (1975. 3) for data sources used in compiling this map Source. redrawn from Beak and Fuguitt (1975 Map 3, p
30) with permission of the Center for Demography and Ecology, University of Wisconsin-Madison.
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for most nonrnetropolitan places, the rather dramatic
changes in net migration, from net Losses of population
through migration in 1950-1960 and 1,960-1970 periods
to a net gain in 19'0-1973 These resersals were experi-
enced in nonmetropolitan areas of Ness England and the
Northeast (regions No 1 and No 3), northern Wiscon-
sin, Minnesota, and Michigan (6 and 7), many areas in

Jt the South (especially 10, 12, 19, and 20) and the Plains
and Interror Vest (21, 22, 23, and 24). Hence the re-
sersal was hardly limited to one type of non-
metropolitan place nor to one region

Continued growth through migration, rather than a

resersal, is observable on the Vest Coast and in Florida
(25.26, and 18) which has e been attracting migrants
from colder climatic areas of the U.S. for some time,
and in the Megalopolis. region (2) which is highly urba-
nised and has been experiencing exurban growth or
"spillover- from metropolitan areas through the last
three decades The major exception to the tendency for
net in-migration in 1970-1973 was region 16, a lower
Mississippi Valley area sith a traditional cotton plan-
tation economy and a black population majority. Even
here, howeser, the decrease in net out-migration was
sufficient to influence the region to start grossing in
population after seseral decades of decline (Morrison
and W heeler, 1976 16)

Atnore detailed spatial picture of thek results of these

migration resersals can be seen in Figure 10. To con-
struct this map, Census Bureau estimates of net migra-
tion by county for 1970-1974 ss ere consulted.", Because
individual county estimates. are sometimes subject to
queistion, and because dest<tion of broad patterns is
sought, the map shows regions defined as aggregates of
at least three contiguous counties which experienced a
net in-migration during 1970-1974 exceeding by at least
rise percent the 1970 county population. The map,.
therefore, shpws regions of relative growth from migra-
tion, rather than that for individual counties. It is biased
somewhat toward small (typically nonurban) counties
because in such places rather small net in-migration
figures can exceed five percent of the populationnone-,

" For each year since 19'0, the Census,-Bureau has had a coopera-
tike project with local and state agencies to compile annual data on
total population, births, deaths, and net migration Thy are published
by the Bureau in Current Population Reports, Series P-25 and P-26, one
f+sue for each state (see L S Bureau of the Census, 1975a) These
reports are a). ailable at most unirersity and ()liege libraries, and at
mara public libraries The estimates are computed from local birth
and death records. Medicare statistics, records of mraement of mill-
tar) and other institutional populations, and federal income ca.-, rec-
ords, among other sources The estimates lor any one gisen county are
rounded to the nearest 100 people and are subject to lallibilit) None-
theless, they are the best ,orailablesmigration data at the county lesel
and because thenrre. up-dated annually, gise a general dynamic
picture of population changes resulting from migration (as Hell as
other components )

suitgabmsillra
Los Angeles

Dallas 1

AoustonElRegions defined by at lean three contiguous
counties in which 197074 net in migration
exceeded 5 percent of the 1970 population

Twenty largest SMSAs, 1970

Boston

New York
eyKrk

Plvlodeiph,a

Solhmore

ashington

Figure 10 Regions of relative growth due to migration, 1970-1974 For definition ofregions see text. Source U S. Bureau of
the Census, I975a
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theless, it shows the plaLes. rural and urban, w here the
reknit < impact upon the population because of migra-
tion has been substantial

The growth areas shown here correspond f.t) some
extent to the broader -scale pattehis seen on Figure 9,
both metropolitan and nonmetropolitan Arizona and
Florida stand out, the Interior West has considerable
nonmetropolitan growth, ind northern Nlinne-
sota isonsin Michigan and the Ozark region of Nils-,.

so uri and \rkansas are large t.ontiguous regions of non-
metropolitan growth Also numerous smaller regions of
growth are scattered throughout the Interior South, Me-
galopolksind, New, England

Nonmetropolitan areas near large cities tend to ap-
pear on this map ds well. N ith the exceptions of Mil-
waukee, Cle)elandind Pittsburgh (where there are
single adjacent kounties meeting the growth criterion),
there are growth regions neighboring all of the twenty
largest SNISA's, probably the result of exurban migra-
tion There are many areas, however, which did not
meet, he mapping criterionmuch of the Great Plains,
a band from the Corn Belt to Penns) 1) ania and New

ork and considerable areas in the South Also, most
central cities and other counties within metropolitan
areas do not meet the criterion. although many subur-
ban counties are still experiencing net in-migration, but
not above the five percent criterion

Characteristics of Growing and Declining Places

Before considering migration streams and migration
behavior that underlie the net migration patterns shown
on Figures 9 and 10, we will consider briefly the types of
places which are attracting large numbers of migrants
and those w hich are not.

Several attributes of places relate to their recent at-:
tractkeness to migrants. One of the most important is
the recreation and retirement character of many

-placesArizona and Florida. of course, but also Ore-
gon, the northern Midwest, New England, and numer-
ous places in the South outside of Florida. Retirement
communities often coincide with recreation areas, which
in turn are oriented toward reservoirs and other bodies
of water, and toward hilly, scenic ernironments. The
existence of recreation or retirement actkities creates
jobs in the service sectornhus attracting job-seeking
migrants of all ages and tending to retain local popu-
lations which might otherwise out-migrate.

The ability to attract industry is a second critically
important characteristic of places that grow through
migration. Waving shown a decentralization trend prior
to 1970, industry was then and is after 1970 contributing
to the revival of many nonffietropolitan areas in a wide
variety of dispersed locations {Beale, 1975' 9), Part of
the basis for the decentralization is the preference for

t '

amenity..reereation regions by individual or small
groups of decision- makers who choose places for small
factories or branch plants. In the South, fpr example.
many growing nonmetropolitan places are in recreation'
areas and at the same time are attracting industry

Another set of places growing as a result of migration,
a set that is nearly mutually, exclusive of recrea-
tion retirement areas (Beale, 1975), has large colleges or
universities, especially those that are state supported
Other institution-dominated counties show growth, too,
including some w ith military populations, state capitals,
and other federal and state employ ment bases These are
dispersed throughout the country and typically do not
show upon Figure 10.

A majority of the .places grow ing rapidly through
migratitin, how el, erire those which are not character-
ized by type, but instead simply by location near metro-
politan areas. According to Beale (1975. 7) about five -
eighths of the total net in-migration to nonmetropolitan
tounties between 1970 and 1973 was experienced in
hose not m6tropolitan counties w hich are adjacent to

metropolitan areas. There are some recreation 'amenity
places and places attractive to industry near metropol-
itan areas that draw exurban migrants, but there is also
considerable exurban growth in places that can be char-
acterized only by their location.

Those areas not attracting large numbers of migrants
include broad areas which have stable, prosperous farm-
ing economies, including much of the Great Plains and
Corn Belt. They neither have attracted industry_in large
amounts nor possess the recreation and amenity attrac-
tions that might lure retirees and other migrants, but
they continue to be economically viable. There are ex-
ceptions, isolated counties in Kansas, Iowa, and In-
diana, for example, have experienced surprising recent
in-migration.

Also not yet attracting a large positive net in-migra-
tion are the rural counties in' the South with large black
populations. For one thing, they tend to be in areas of
the South that have been by-passed by major reservoir

'projects and developers of retirement communities.
Also, industrial location decision-makers tend to avoid
predominantly black counties on the basis that they
perceive blacks as less qualified workers and as having a
greater propensity to unionize. Return migration of
blacks to the South has not increased sufficiently to
cause major populatioli reversals, although out- migra-
tion has decreased enough to slow population declines
considerably

"This ctrrespundence of places with recreation and industry is

reinforced by the fact that relatikely cheap poser is mailable to
industry in with reservoirs that arc located in hilly. scenic
recreation areas These also happen to be the places in the South that
were dominantly settled by whites. and today hake dominantly white
populations

21 3C)
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VIII. DECISIONS UNDERLYING RECENT
MIGRATION PATTERNS'

The reversal of migration streams which now carry
more people from metropolitan to nonmetropolitan
places can be explained partially by separating the deci-
sion to move from the decision of where to move, For at
least two reasons more and more people are now mak-
ing the decision to move from metropolitan areas. First,
a rapidly ekpanding proportion of the U.S. population
is in the over sixty-four age cohort and, as retirement
ages decline in many occupation categories (from the
traditional sixty-five down to sixty-two, sixty, or even
fifty-five), an even more rapidly increasing proportion of
the population is retired Thus an increasing number
and proportion of people are now free from job ties that
would keep them in a place and are able to make a total
displacemept migration decision.

Typical retirees are also on substantially greater in-
comes than their counterparts of twenty or thirty years
ago BY the fage 1960's and-early 1970's, Social Security
and other retirement programs were providing steady
Incomes to a much greater proportion of the retired
population than previouslyhence, many more persons
at that stage of the life cycle have the financial ability to
make the decision to move. Coupled with this is that the
cost of liVing was inflating rapidly during the early
1970's, particularly in metropolitan areas, creating an
additional stimulus for persons on fixed incomes to
move away from such places.

Second, as the popular press increases its coverage
and commentary of urban problems of crime, safety,
transportation, and fiscal affairs, not only. in central
cities but elsewhere within metropolitan areas; the Over-
all middle-class and upper-middle-class image of urban
and suburban life has been modified. Coupled with this
is the mass ,media dramatization of the rural, back-
woods, and small-town environments as desirable. For
many, especially white middle- and upper-middle-in-
come whites, the relative place utility of living in an

,, urban area has reached the doubtful level and the deci-
sion to move out is contsmplated. In addition to these
two broad factors, thereere those who have little choice
about moving and are transferred with industrial move-
ments and hencev"decentralized:"

The question now becomes: where to move? This will
be discussed in terms of different types of migration
streams: 1) exurban, 2) migration to more isolated non-,
metropolitan places, and 3) migration down the urban

'hierarchy.

Exurban Migration Streams

The greatest change in nonmetropolitan America is
perhaps taking place near metropolitan places in small
towns and rural areas that may have been stable or
declining for decades. Exurban migration is responsible
for much of the change in these places. Figure I I and
Table 3 show the nature of exurban migration in the
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Atlanta area by comparing migration between the five
county metropolitan area and four surrounding non- ,

metropolitan SEA's, 1955-1960 and 1965-19701 The
nonmetropolitan SEA's are clearly beyond fhe kradi-
tional tract development sub rban areas immediately
surrounding Atlanta (Figure I ). Atlanta gained popu-
lation from each in 1955-1960 (, able 3) consistent with
the draw most cities had upon their hinterlands for
migrants during the period, but lost to each in 1944
1970. Particularly large net losses (6093 and 4408) from
Atlanta in the latter period were to areas 3 and 4, the
ones immediately adjacent to the boundaries of the met-
.ropolitan area. The most important change in migration
streams accounting for the reversal with respect to these
areas was the near d9ubling of migration from Atlanta
(8240 to 15,134 and 11,727 to 21,220). At the same time
Atlanta's draw upon migrants from these two SEA's
remained about the same. The growth of these areas
through migration, then, was clearly the result of a
considerable increase in exurban migration from At-
lanta, a tendency that has probably persisted, if not
increased, since 1970.

Migration from Atlanta accounted for approximately
twenty-eight percent of all in-migration to area 3 in
1965-1970 and approximately thirty-eight percent of all
in-migrants to area 4an indication of the influence of
Atlanta upon the population of these areas. It is likely
that exurban growth surrounding Atlanta (as well as
other metropolitan areas) is a product of both exurban
migrants and migrants from other metropolitan areas
who chose an exurban location near Atlanta. The migra-
tion flows discussed with reference to the Atlanta area
are typical of most metropolitan regions in the U.S.

One by-product of exurban migration is the recent
growth of many small towns and villages. In Kansas, for
instance (Figure 12), villages of population less than
1000 in either 1950 or 1970 which at least doubled their
populations between the two dates are, without ex-
ception, located in exurban areas of Wichita, Topeka,
and Kansas City, the three major metropolitan areas of
the state. Virtually none of the other villages near the
three metropolitan places were declining in population.
Elsewhere in the state some villages grew and more
declined through a variety of factors (Groop, 1976), but

'a substantial part of village growth in Kansas is related
to proximity to urban places.

The decision to move for exurban migrants may relate
to a wide variety of factors, including dissatisfaction
with city or suburban liVing environments. But the deci-
sion whey to move very likely relates to a need or desire
to have som 'es to the urban place, direct ties to a job
on the urban fringe; desire to have regular access to
shopping or entertainment activities on the fringe; or
simply contact through the mass media. These ties are
coupled with a nonurban living environment in the
choice, of a destination.

3
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Figure 11 The Atlanta. Georgia metropolitan SEA and sur-
rounding nonmetropolitan SEA's

Migration to More Isolated Nonmetropolitan Places

Many persons choosing ki/leave a metropolitan area
for a nonmetropolitan place beyond exurban range do
so oh the basis of either previous residential locations or
vacation experiences. For example, a retiree who has
spent decades in a metropolitan place after having been

ago/raised in a rural area, attains the freedomao move upon
retirement, then chooses to go "back home." The most
feasible place in the search space is that place where the
retiree grew up and with which fairly consistent ties have
been maintained through the years. Most large metro-
politan areas have rapidly expanding populations of
rural-born persons now retiring who might make such
decisions. The result could be significant reversals of
hinterland migration and return migration streams com-
plementing channelized flows. As yet, return migration
has not played a major role in the population reversal of
nonmetropolitan places in the South (Long and Hansen,
1975), but is observable in some places and is likely to
play a greater role in the near future as the rural-born
retiree and previous channelized flows are reversed.
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Figure 12. Village population growl Kansas, 1950-1970.
Source.. Group (1975: Figure 16. p. 8 edravi,n by per-
mission of Richard E Groop

More important in the nonmetropplitan reversal, in
general, is the creation of relatively new migration
streams, rather than the reversal of the old. Again con-
sider the metropolitan retiree making the decision to
move and thinking about where to gothe most feasible
possibility may be that place where he or she had been
vacationing annually. Perhaps investment had already
been made in a second home, a cottage, or land in the
vacation area, a factor which would bind the location
decision. In any case, new migration streams follow
previous vacation pathways. Migration streams created
by such a process can be somewhat channelized, just as
vacation trips are channelizedindividuals from a par-
ticular town or city going to a common vacation area,
the area having been advertised by word of mouth. Mass
media advertisements of vacation areas and retirement
developments, too, are often concentrated upon particu-
lar metropolitan areas, stimulating a channelized flow.

Nonretirees moving to recreation areas may also be
influenced by previous vacation or residential experi-
ences, but the economic and job attractions at the alter-
native destinationzay induce many of them to broaden
their search spaces. is another way in which new
migration streams are created flows to areas where
jobs are available.

The migration reversal in the nonmetropolitan Inte-
rior West is an illustration of the creation of new migra-
tion streams. Most of the eighteen nonmetropolitan
SEA's in the states of Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Utah,

TABLE 3. MIGRATION BETWEEN THE ATLANTA SEA AND NEIGHBORING

I

NON METROPOLITAN EA's, 1955-1960 AND 1965-1970 .

Nonmetropolitan From Atlanta To Atlanta Atlanta Net
SEA 1955-60 1965-70 1955-60 1965-70 1955-60 1965-70

Georgia I 3,207 5,000 6,212 4,895 +3,005 '-105
Georgia 2 1,664 2,560 3,078 2,279 -28,1
Georgia 3 8,240 15,134 9,560 9,041 4-1,320 -6,093
Georgia 4 11,727 21,,220 15,208. 16,812 +3,481 -4,408

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (1967, 1972).
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and Colorado received important tret in-migrations dur-
ing th(1970 to 1974 period (Figure 10), The area as a
%hole had been losing migrants in the 1955-1960 period,
but by the 1965-1970 period was gaining (Table 4)
Migration out of this area to the metropolitan places
tttrIttn the five states stayed about the same, just, over
81.000: but migration from those metropolitan, places
into the nonmetropolitaii areas increased from ,nearly
53,000 to ov er 71,000, a-reflection of increased eXurban
migration Although migration out of the nontirban
places to thirty-two major cities elsew here in the West
and Midwest increased from 120,000 to over 137,000,
the major source of the reversal in new migrattonlyas
the increased in-migration from those cities (72,000 fo
300,000) New or greatly enlarged migration streams
from outside the region emerged in the 1965-1970 pe-
nod, no doubt a result partly of the previous vacation
experiences of persons making up these streams, and
partly of recent energy-related developments in the Inte-
rior West.

The net migration fields of Los Angeles, 1955-1960
and 1965-1970 (Figure 13). served also to illustrate,
some points about changing migration streams that af-
fect growing nonmetropolitan areas As expected, Los
Angeles gained large numbers of migrants from large
eastern and midwestern cities in 1955-1960, but lost to
several other SEA's in California, both metropolitan
and nonmetropolitan in ttie period Los Angeles was, in
effect, a net receiver of migrants from the nation and a
redistrfflutor of people to other places in California. By \
1965-19'70 the number of urban places in the Midwest
and East from which Los Angeles made major gains was
reduced from seven to five; a reflection of the general
slowdown in migration to California by that time. Al-
though Los Angeles continued as a redistnhutor to Cali-
fornia,. it also lost large numbers of migrants to Oregon
and Seattle (from which it had previously gained). This
is a reflection of the attraction of the Pacific Northwest
first as a vacation place for southern Californians and
subsequently as an attraction foe southern California
migrants A similar phenomenon applies to recent in-
tensified migration from southern California to the

Sierra Nevada foothills of central and northern Califor-
nia In the Oregon case, the increasing streams.of south-
ern California migrants have ca sed 'considerable con-
cern among Oregon resident anng environmental
degradation that might be as cited with rapid growth
through massive in-migration. Oregon residents do not
want their state to turn into another "southern Califor-
ma"one possible outcome of large migration to any
amenity, recreation area.

Migration yield changes in the South, including the
appearance of new migration streams, have been ob-
served as.w ell The net migration fields of three SEA's in
the South are used as contrasting examples. Arkansas
SEA Number 9, an area in the Ozark region with many
tourist and kl4rement attractions and a nearly 100 per-
cent white population, has been growing rapidly since
1970 as a result of migration. In 1955-1960 the area was
still experiencing a net out-migration, but that rev ersed

,by 196'5-1970 (Figure 14a).26
Its 19;5.5-1960 net migration field showed net out-

migration to adjacent areas in Arkansas (including the
area just west of SEA 9, the home of the University of
Arkansas at Fayetteville), and to the regional comers of
Little ,Rock and Kansas City. But also in that period
Arkansas SEA 9 was attracting a net in-migration from
Chicago, a source of migrants who probably had had
vacation experience rather than residential experience in
the Ozarks (Realtors in the area explain that the Chi-
cago area is their biggest market for persons interested
in land and home sales; rather than the closer,metropol-
itan areas of St. Louis or Kansas City). ,

By 1965-1970 net migration from Chicago increased
and the large net out-migrations to Kansas City and
Little Rdck disappeared, even though the net out-migra-
tion to the Fayetteville area still persisted, probably
accounted for largely by college students. Also appear-
ing is a net in-flow from Los Angeles, which likely
includes some return migrants as Los Angeles was a
comfion destination for earlier out-migrants.

" The area was. in fact, one of the early nonmetropolitan areas in
the country that expalenced a significant rtoersal of net migration
(other than come exurban areas)

TABLE11' MIGRATICk BETWEEN NONMETROPOLITAN SEA's OF THE INTERIOR WEST AND
SELECTED METROPOLITAN SEA's, 1955-1960 AND 1965-1970*

Out-migration from
Nonmetropolitan SEA's ,81,090

In-migration to Non-
metropolitan SEA's

Net Migration

To/From Metropolitan
SEA's Within the

Interior West

52,875

-28,215

1955-1960 1965..1970

81.558

77,290

-4,298

To/F'rom 32 Metropolitan
SEA's Outside of the

Interior West

1955-1960

120,587 137,434

71,974 300,001

748,613

1965-1970

+162,569

* For purposes of this table, the Interior West is defined as the states of Montana, Idaho, Nkyommg, Colorado.
and Utah

Source. U S Bureau of the Census (1967, 1972)
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_ -
Another place in the South which experienced a turn-

around and has been gaining migrants since 1970 is
Mississippi SEA 2, a place with a majority black popu-
lation (51 4percent black in 1970) (Figure 146). Large
net flows in 1955-1960 included a channelized stream to
Chicago and losses to the regional4centers of Memphis
and Jackson The Jackson flow persisted in 1965-1970
but the channelized flow was halved and, most im-
portantly', the area experienced a turn-around with re-
spect to Memphis. Thp northern part of this SEA...bor-
ders on Tennessee Ad the exurban migration from
Memphis was sufficient in this part of the SEA to reduccL
significantly the net out-migration of the entire SEA.27 It
also was probably a major contributor to the subsequent
migration turn-around in the 1970's. Thus the area has
been raIleneficiary of a good locationone near enough
to ta metropolitan place to profit from its exurban migra-
tion

In contrast to the migration fields of Arkansas 9 and
Mississippi 2 Is that of Mississippi 1 (Figure 14c), an
area that has a largely 'black population (60.3 percent in
1970) and which in J970-1974 was still experiencing net

"This illustrates a weakness of using SEA migration data. There
an be important variations in migration rates of character of migra-

tion flows from place L43 place withal SEAs, cspcctally large SEA s.
These %,riations are hidden by aggregate total figures for the SEA

'26

out-migration. Here channelized flaws to Chicago and
Detroit have persisted during the two time periods, as
did flows to the regional centers of Jackson and Mem-
phis. The area experienced no reversals of major migra-
tion streams and no new streams were createdhence
considerable net out-migration was stilLthe rule in 1965-
1970, althotigh less than in the previous time period.

Arkansas 9 and Mississippi 1 and 2 are just examples,
but the dynamics of their migration fields illustrate im-
portant trends. In the South, in general, most largely
white counties as well as some majority black counties
experienced reversals because of their locations near
large cities and net migration to these cities showed
distinct reversals". Others had some ,channelized flows
persisting with some newly created streams from major
cities within or outside of the region. A few others had
clear return flows. In any case, those places in the South
which are experiencing significant net in-migrations
have in the past experienced distinct observable changes
in their migration fields.

Migration Down the Urn Hierarchy

The third important type of migration trend concerns
migration among metropolitan areas. By the 1940's and
1950's the majority of total nonlocal migration by the

3t'



hite population of the U S %%as El/flung metropolitan
areas By the late 1950's this was true for bladk migra-
tion as well (Tilly. 1968) In both cases, the long -term
migratwn to metropolitan areas had been exceeded by
mokement between them because of the depletion of
tionmetroLolitan. population numbers and the great in-
Lrease in 7roportion of the population (and hence po-
tential nugra`rits) in4the metropolitan areas Prior to the
middle 1900's., the tendency was for the net exchange of
urban migrants to be toward successikely larger metro-
politan places.

Mort: recently. the tendency 'is far a net exchange
down the urban size hierarchy This can be obserked at
the national sale. the targest metropolitan areas such as
No% 1 ork and Chicago typically are losing population
to such smaller metropolitan places in ), arious regions as
Kansas City, Philadelphia, Minneapolis St. Paul, and
Atlanta There are major exceptions to this trend, but
there has been an irmease in obserkable cases of such
net ex-changes This is also the tendency at the regional
scale, as many major cities now lose migrants to smallir
metropolitan areas in thew- respectke regions. Table 5
illustrates this for Chicago and its migration ties with
the other sixAetropolitan SEA's within the state of,
Illinois, 1955-19 0 and 1965-1970. Chicago was gaining
from four of them in the earlier period, but lost to all but

,TABLE 5 MIGRATION

one in 1965-1970. The reversals, although not large in
terms of net migration, often represented tlairly sub-
stantial percentage increases the out-migration
streams from Chi,-,ago Migration from Chicago to
Rockford, for example increased from 3337 to 4600 (an
increase of ok er thirty -sex en percent). Similarly, flows to
Peoria went up from 3012 to 4851, and to Springfield
from 1205 and 2405. The rekerse flows to Chieago-chd
not increase enough to prekelthe reversal of_net flows. ,

Reasons for this tcend.are not unlike those for other
recent reversals in rbigration patterris. Incksfrialgrowth,
has been greater in small mellopolitan areas than in
large onesa part of the. okerall Cle4ptralizition of
industry in the U.S The perceiked metropolitan "push ".
factor related to crime, fiscal problems, and so forth, is
probably greater among residents of larger metropolitan
areasthe response-is often a moke to a smaller metro-
politan area. Smaller metropolitan areas represent alter-
natikes where adequate employment opportunities are
akailable. They, of course, hake their on exurbanenki,
ronments that are possible destinations for pers6ns
moking down the urban hierarchy. Small towns and

growing around smaller metro-
ria Springfield, and Rockford,
a and Wichita, Kansas (Figure

rural nonfarm places an
politanreas such as Pe
as well as around Top
12)

TWEEN THE CHICAGO SEA AND OTHER METROPOLITAN SEA's
IN ILLINOIS, 1955-1960 AND 1965-1970 1.`

1955-1960 1965 -1970

To From
Chicago net

. Gain (+) or To ' Fr'om
Chicago net
Gain (+4 or

State Economic Area Chicago Chicago Lgss(-) Chicago Chicago Loss (-)

Rock Island 'Moline 1,663 1,691 - 98 1,801,, 1,713 + 88
Rbtk ford 2,383 3,337 + 954 3,105 4,600 -1,495
Peoria 2.872 3,012 - 140 3,818 . 4,851 -1,033
Springfield 1.944 1,205 + 739 1,819 . 2,405 586
E St Louis /,707 =1,551 +1,156 2:549 2,807 258
becatur 1.251 971 + 280 1,67) 1,760 89

Source. U S Bureau of the Census (1967, 1972).

IX. REGIONAL CASE STUDIES

Case Studies Using Aggregate Migration Data

To illustrate many of the important migration con-
cepts accounting for recent population changes, we will
examine aggregate migration trends in two regions that
are newly experiencing grop,th following decades of
steady or declining population. First are the northern
New England states of Vermont, New Hampshire, and
Maine, whose population groWth has, until recently,

been lagging behind that of the nation as a whelk and
whose rural areas have had depopulation through1rge
out-migration streams typical of many relatively de-
pressed rural areas, in the U.S." Net migration by
county for 1960-1970, shown in Figure 15, is mapped on
a per year basis and shows that most counties in Maine,
plus sekeral in northern Vermont and New Hampshire,

" See Lewis (1972) for discussion of the popidatiowtrends in the
area during the twentieth century
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figure 1-5 Annual net mtgratton by county, Vermont, New
Hampshire, and Maine, 1960-1970 and 1970-1974 Total net
migration for the two time periods was divided by the number
of years in the period to obtain the average net migration
figure Source Bowles et at (1975) and U S. Bureau of the
Census (1975a)

were still losing population thrOugh migration. This
area of net out-migration had shrunk to a two county
area by the 1970-1974 period For the first time in many
decades, almost all areas within the tl)ree states were
experiencing net in-migration.

Major growth areas (those having a net in-migration
of at least 500 persons per year) expanded considerably
in two fairly distinct spatial patterns. a growth axis
covering most of the state of New 'Hampshire, and an
axis of growth along the Maine coast. Not coinciden-
tally these two areal-straddle two majorinfeystate high-
ways radiating from the Boston metropolitan area.
There has been considerably improved access to Boston,
and other major urban centers of the East, which in turn
has enhanced exurban grow th (evident in 1960-1970 in
two counties in southern New Hampshire that had been
growing'partly because of tax advantages for industry in
the state) There has been eboost to both the winter and
summer tourist activ ities, v. hich have provided new em-
ployment opportunities and have been the antecedent to
later in-migration.

The various amenities of-the Maine coast axis and the
New Hampshire axis are the main attractions. With
more and more retirees and others choosing to move to
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amenit' areas: such areas in New England with the best
accessibility were the first to feel the population g't owth.

Parts of northein New England (especially the skiing
regions in central and southern Verm'ont and New
Hampshire) are now actually populated by more people
than census figures might have us believ-e: There, are
essentially three populations that share these locales.
permanent year-round residents, winter residents who,
cluster near winter .sport opportunitie's, arid summer
residents many of whom live in Boston *Bother parts of
Megalopolis. We can be reasonably sure that e year-
roLuid residents are counted in census da but the
others.may or may not be. The second e phenome-
non has been particularly importa o the growth of
such areas wjthin the region. ore and more persons
have been acquiring homes, usually for summer use as
retreat from the urban areas of the Eastmany of these,

,m- turn, have been converted to year-round homes (or
nearly so), as their'owners retire or otherwiseinake.the

`decision to move from anban place. The improved
interstate access has been a Catalyst to this sector, of
population growth because many places were very diffi-
cult to reach in the winter. A similar phenomenon is
observable for most of the rural hilly or mountainous
margins of Megalopolis, as well as for numerous areas
with good access to large population centers.

Additional factors important to the reversal in the
region are not unlike those (kr. most areas of non-
metropolitan revival They include recent growth of in-
dustry in relatively isolated places (e.g., Burlington, Ver-
mont) and those with 'access to metropolitan places
(e g., southern New Hampshire), and some areas with 4.
educational institutions. Burlington has been attriicting
migrants for some time as a result of a-Combination of
both of these factors."

The second case study area is the state of Arkansas, a
region which has been much less influvced by accessi-4'
bility to large population centers. It was chosen because
it includes both very rapidly growing,places and areas of
continuing declineit is a microcosm, to a considerable
extent, of the overall population change patterns in the
entire South. In the 1960-1970 period, only six counties
gained more than 500 persons per year through migra-
tion (Figure 16). These included the Fayetteville area in
the northwest corner and the Little Rock area homes of
the major state university and state capital, respec-
tively ), and two counties elsewhere in the Ozark hill
region in northern and western Arkansas. The area of
migration, loss covered the entire southern aild eastern
portions of the state. By 1970-1974, the major growth
region had expanded and the.loss region contracted.

Reasons for these changing spatial patterns are re-
lated to the contrasting character of the northwest atd
southeast parts of the state. The northern and western
parts have been growing partly through the recrea-
tion,'amenity lure of the Ozarks wtiich for decades had
been losing population, but had in the 1960's become
one of the first such regions in the U.S. to show a
migration reversal. Although not 'seen Figure 15,

n Lewis (1972) discuses the. major factors contributing to recent
growth In northern *Neik England, including accessibility, second
homes, manufacturing, retse,ktion,ind eductAional-instituttons.
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Figure 16, Annual net migration by county, Arkansas, 1960'2
l970 and 1970-197.1 Data compilation and sources same as
Figuro.(.

virt 411y all of the counties in northwestern Arkansas
die% a significant net in-migration of persons in'the over
sixty -four age cohort during the 1960.15, while most were
still experiencing net out-migration in other age cofiorts

Jexcept a few university areas which had net in-migra-
-.!'tions'in the young adult cohorts) (Bowles et al., 1975).

TItus, persons in jhe. retirement stage of the life cycle
were forerunners of the later migration turn-around for
all age groups.

As we demonstrated earlier, new and return migrCation
streams along with the decline of major out-migration
streams have been the aggregate migration patterns af-
fecting the area. Many retirees and others employed in
service sector jobs have moved in, drawn in part byt9
major reiervoir, projects and associated recreation devel-
opments across the northera.part of the state, some
(faking .back to the early 1950's. Industry has also en-
hanced thc attragtion io the area, especially ,near the
Arkansas River navigation ,project In short, all of the
-factors draw ing migrants &to relatively isolated non-
metropolitan areas discussed earlier come togethq in
this region, 4

In southeaSt Arkansas the economy is still largely
agridultural and the itiajorly population is black. As in
many black areas of the, ouch with the traditional plan-
tation econlitny and reldtively few recreation/amenity
developments$ this area is not attracting new migrants
or new migration streams, nor has the out-migration
been reduced enough yet to create a migration reversal.

, ,

Migeation to Harrison, Arkansas: A Case Study
Using Ig Iividual Survey Data, .

i
In order to earn more ab.out the decision-making

process that takes migrants to relatively isolated places,
this section reports briefly on the resu of interviews
with recent migrants to Harrison, Ark sas. During the
summer of 1976, 210 persons who rrri rated into Harri-
son mike 1970, identified thfrougb several methods in-
cliiding the Welcome Wagon representative and munici-
pal water repo ds, were asked about their reasons for
moving, their spaces, 'and their reasons for ek-
ing Harrison.3 . . .

Several characteristics of Harrison make it an ex-
cellent case study setting it is located in the scenic Ozark
region of 'northern Arkansas and is near numerous rec-
reation facilities. With a (975 population orabout 9000,
it has becornewa center 'for business and government.
actiVity.in the northern part of the state, and has been
attracting industry partly because industrial decision-
makers are attracted to the amenities of the region,3'
Whereas Harrison is not exclusively a retirement com-
munity, as are several towns nearby, many retirees have
settled there because it is one of the larger towns and has
shopping and other diSirable facilities. In effect, Harri-
son is a microcosm .of the growing Ozark region and
perhaps quite representative of the many ,non-
metropolitan places in the U.S. experiencing significant
growth. As a consequence there is not...just one type of
migrdht attracted to Harrison; instead, die several types
contributing to the growth of the Ozarks and other
nonmetrOpolitan places are all represented. .

The 210. migrants came from
was

different-
states; butike in-migration field was dominated.by Ar-
kansas (forty migrants), Illinois (twenty-four), Califor-

'nia (twenty-three), Missouri (eighteen), Iowa (sixteen),
and Texas (fourteen). Reasons for migrating confirm the
ide5 that Harrion hp a diveck.ity of newcomers. job.
'transfers accounted Tor forty-five (21.4 percent) of 'the
migrants. These persons came with either one of the
newly established industries in Harrison or with a state
agency. Seventy-one (33.8 percent).were retirees choos-
ing the Ozarks for amenities such as climate and Harri-
son in particular for its services. Ninety-four (44.8 per-
cent) moved for other reasonsto look for a job, to
establish a business, or to return to the place of birth.

These three categoriestransferees, retirees, and oth-
ers contrast to terms of their locational decisions. Sev-
enty-six percent of the transferees had no previous expe-
riencewih the Ozark area. The other two groups had
extensive experience to help in their locational decisions,
including 'previous residence, vacation ewerience or
having relatives there. About thirty percent of the retir-
ees had lived there previously, the highest of the tiiree
groups, and another sixty percent had other experience
with the Ozarks. *
' The interviews and the analysis for this section were done by Fred
M Shelley, University of Illinois, whose help is gratefully acknowl-
edged

" Local Chamber of Commerce'and municipal officials claim that
many indust4ies are turned away eaclyear, in effect, Harrison picks
the "cream of the crop
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\s might he expected the search spates contrasted
from the typical one-place search space of the transferee
to a k an et in the size and satire of the search spaces' of
the other groups Retirees tended to search elsewhere
\ ;thin the Warks (partly forresponding tii their

ky

\ af a-
ption experiences), hereas other n igrts had es en

more dispersed -search spaces These sear.. h professes
arc .reflected in the aggregate in-migration on fields of
each migrant group Of job transfereas, forty -two per-
fent,,,f4tne from elsew here in rkansas (especially out-
sideoi The Ozark region I. mans being employees of the
state The remainder came from scattered locations all
oy er the country, espefially large cities from which in-
dustrul ,plants had moked \lost retirees came 'font
either the Aliffw est,' especiallf Joy a and the Chicago
area in Illinois (corresponding w-ith a major source area
of tourists to the Ozarks), or California The latter were
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typically return migrants, haying Mo ed to the West
C oast -fief ades ago as a part of the important Ozark out-
migration stream to the coast The migration field of
other migrants had no distinctly e pattern. but had
greater representation from the neighboring statds of

k.111s,ts, Oklahoma, and Texas The economic
opportunities in Harrison had become generally know n
ur These areas 4

In sum, the three types of migrants display different
pre\ lous lekels of knowledge of the do,tinatton area,
have different- types of search spaces. and of course
chose Harrison for different reasons The appearance of
all three types of migrants at one destination is not
atypical, many nonmetropolitan communities are grow
mg as a result of the ability to attract a Nariety of
migrants.

X: PROSPECT

Impacts of No+ Migration Patterns

Recent migration patterns are haYing impacts upon
places of bot,h origin :and destination of migration
streams e ss ill discuss some of these impacts upon I )
central Oies of metropolitan areas that continue to have
large neT but-migrations. 2) entire metropolitan systems
within,ky hich population...is graduallyriisperingind 3)
-small. tom ns and rural areas that Owe recently experi-
eneed rapid grow th through migration.

Central cities are losing migrantsto virtually every
ss here ehesuburhan and exurban places, as well as
more. distant metropolitan and nonmetropolitan plates.
Espeually being depleted are middle- and upper- middle-
income w hue popub.tions Attempts to retain people or
attract them hack has e met with only little success In
most cities there are apartment districts that have roe-
ti.iiried or attracted young adults, singles or couples, who
r a s of the life cycle when the attractions of city

life outweigh the problems Upon graduation to the
.family life cycle stage, how ey eri move to suburban
ens iron mems is the rule Similarly, many cities have
districts in ss hich upper-middle- and upper-income el-
derly or retired persons prefer apartment life in the city

re.iof historic or architectural significance hay e also
attracted or retained people in various life cycle stages,
but usually of relatively high income.,,

Efforts to keep persons of a Wider range of incomes
and life cycle' stages include a few urban homesteading
programs. Tney offer, at little or no cost, city or feder-
ally ow ned homes to people who are willing to lie in
them for a minimum time period and who. will invest in
the renew al of the home Homesteading has had a mod-
est start, is plagued with political problems, and has had

little effect so far upon population mosements within
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urban areas. Yet it'hassrotential for redkicing central city
net out-migration.

The results of this net out-migration, coupled with the
out-Migration of business and industry, are that tax
b,ies in central cities tend to decline. Yet they are still
expected to provide various services to the people of the
metropolitan area, including mass transportation and
freew ays, and cultural attractions such as museums and
zoos The resultant fiscarproblems of many large and
medium-sized central cities is one of the major urban
problems of the 1970's.

We can observe further impacts by broadening our
4'ographic perspettive to entire metropolitan areas and
neighboring exurban environments. As both people and
aftlYities (lob and shopping; for example) disperse, the
ability of mass transportation systems to serve the popu-
lation adequately is reduced. A depeNidence upon the
automobile h, s been intensifying, a trend which has
important im ications to society, in general, including
energy consumption. The concurrent lack of dispersal of
minority and poor populations is causing many etro-
politan areas to become dichotomized into contrasting
populations in central cities versus suburbs. Continued
efforts toward metropolitan unity in matters of ,salhools,
goy eynment, and transportation are strongly affected by
this dichotomy. .

Small towns, either in exurban regions or in more
isolated locatio s, feel the effect of recent migration
patterns, too. 0 the positive side, many people in such
places have been reaming of renewed growth and de-
y elopment for decades durrng which stagnation and net
out-migration could not be avoided. "Growth- and its
associated business oppo'rtunities were to many resi-
dents a dreambut when it comes, many small towns
hase difficulty coping with it. A sudden influx of mi.
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grants may neLcssitate maim- evansions of municipal
sery !Les for which money may not he as ailable Also,
there an he ,ontliLts he seen long; time residents and
new corners who want toTreCOnte a part of the Lommu-
nit decision- making structure Rapid need for change,
coupled with a desire of newcomers with ` "different''
ideas to participate in the change, can hase important
impacts, especially upod very small coninrunities

NA hat NA ill Future Migration Patterns Be?

NA ill the nivtion trends of the 1970's continue into
the '1980's' Vv ill there be significant new migration
streams that we cannot anticipate at this time'' To ad-
dress these questions, we will go hack to the basic deck
siolovak ing,process ar consider, in turn, the probable
trends in decisions to ose and in locational choices.

Floss will decisions o move change in the 1980;.s? We
know that the Miniberceof persons'in the over sixty-five
age cohort, and even more the numbers of persons in

'retirement, will increase rapidly in the 1980's Hence the
number if persons "free" to move will increase and
their abilitt and desire to make that decision will not
likely diminish- This:is because costs of living will al-
ways he important to persons on fixed incomes and
migration is 'one of the w ay' to reduce those costs Also
the perceived problems of urban areas are not likely to
diminish, meaning that the "push of ,metropolitan
areas will still affect retirees, and the "pull- of small
(owns and rural living should remain an important loca-
tional preference

These perceived pushes and pulls are also likely to
affect many persons in other life cycle stages They may
increasingly apply to suburban areas w addition to cen=
tral cities, as awareness of problems iii suburban areas
emerges In sum, there is reason to believe that there will
he a continuation, and perhaps an increase, of many of
the types of decisions jo move that characterized the
early 1910's Major changes in the economy might mod-
if the migration tendencies of persons whose decision-
m ing is tied to business 4nd industrysuch changes
are more likely to affect the decision where to move.

Where will people be,migrating in the 1980's? Surely
the major streams between metropolitan areas will con-
tinue, as the majority pf the population sod economic
activities will be- contained therein (altliough more dis-
persed within) But the dispersal of industry to places
outside of metropolitan influence may or may not con-
tinue at thesame rate Some attribute this dispersal to
the downturn of the economy in the early 1970-s

hether or not a change in the economy will slow doWn
the dispersal is debatable, but there is not likely to be a
reversal to concentration partly because gradual dis-

persal of the population has meant dispersal of markets
to.. w Inch industry and business are closely tied. More -
user, industrial decision-makers are not likely to reverse
their use of personal or amenity locations.
for many tt pes of plants. But this- dispersal will remain
gradual and the ties to metropolitan areas or their pe-
ripheries for a majority of migrant locational decisions
are likely to continue.

4
Unless there are severe gasoline shortages and/or ma-

jor price increases, the population- is likely to continue
its wandering ways for vacations as leisure time in-
creases: Thus, the attractions of amenity, recreation
areas for job seekers, -retirees, and persons wanting to
establish businesses should continue. The convergence
of sacation spatial patterns and migration spatial pat-
terns will not reverse itself.

This all argues for an extension through the 1980's of
roughly the san),(:, migration patterns<of the 19'70's. What
possible new or. markedly ;:hanging migration streams
might occur? First, there are rapidly increasing n-umbers
of nonmetropolitarhborn *persons (especially Southern-
born) reaching retiremeni-age in major metropolitan
areas, products of the gledt urban-bound migrations of
the thirties, forties, and Mies. Some have retirement
incomes that are adequateenough:to make it possible
for them to move. Because of their family and friendship
ties, they are likely to decide to move "back home.
Return migration, then, may dramatically increase, both
to nonm tropolitan reas already experiencing some
growth ar d toareas that are still experiencing ngt out-
migratiom. This should include migration of whites to
maTi5r-Konmetropolitan areas anti of blacks to the South.

Secondly,. migration streams may be a function of
institutional decisions In a society with a continuing
large governmentalemployment sector, tire location de-
cisions for major federal employment installations, mili-
tary and otherwise, will have important impacts upon,
overall migration patterns. The decisions may be at the
whims of pork - barrel legislators or other government
decision-making structures which ave had little con-
cern as yet for impacts upon population dist:ribution.
Hence, they will be hard to predict. One trend could be a

modest,decline in major state university towns as prime
attractors of migrants, si.n,q_their greatest period of
growth may be at an end. .

Overall, the signs-point to a general continuation of
the patterns established in the 1960's and very obser-
vable m the early 1970's, trends which are consistent
with recent population movements in other developed
countries of the world. There should be continued pref-
erence for nonmetropolitan places, and the ability to act
upon those preferences will quite likely increase.

r
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